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campus, let you know what our alumni are accomplishing and invite

		
A founding dean, a $100 million anonymous gift and
		
a downtown Kalamazoo home will help the WMU School
		
of Medicine leverage the city’s life science heritage.

you to share the excitement of being part of the Western Michigan
University family.
Our cover story outlines the University’s role as a campus that is
leading nationally in the areas of sustainability and conservation.
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We’re proud of our more than 30-year history of energy conservation
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as well as the fact that public- and private-sector facilities around the
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country have turned to us for advice and to emulate what we have
established as best practices. There’s not a campus anywhere that can
rival what we’re accomplishing, and we want you to share our pride—
and spread the news.
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foster care youth, WMU has turned conventional
		
wisdom on its ear and built a year-round home for
		
a vulnerable population.
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WMU School of Medicine. You’ll be able to read about changes to

Bronco hockey program and get a look at how WMU and Kalamazoo

Growing ever greener

		
New academic initiatives and more than 30 years
		
of energy-conservation efforts put WMU in forefront
		
of campus sustainability leaders.

in a broad array of areas.
We want you to know about important developments at the
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FedEx Express, black pilots group delivers Boeing 727 to aviation college

New Sangren construction transforms heart of campus

FedEx Express, a subsidiary of

“The donation of this aircraft by FedEx

by a crew of WMU-affiliated FedEx

A new 230,000-square-foot version

Students create WMU
apps for Droid and iPhone

FedEx Corp. and the world’s largest

is just one example of the many ways

personnel.

of Sangren Hall, the campus’ largest

WMU now has smartphone apps for

(See related story on Page 21.)

classroom building, is racing toward

Android and for iPhone and other

completion for fall 2012 classes.

Apple mobile platforms thanks to

and champion of OBAP programs

Located immediately in front of the

a senior engineering project by six

for over 31 years, and this donation

existing Sangren Hall, the four-story,

continues that support of Project

$60 million facility is being built

Aerospace with Western Michigan

with a goal of achieving LEED gold

Sutton also noted the “hands-

University, an OBAP partner since 1998,”

certification. Once the new Sangren is

on training value” the large

said OBAP Chairman Albert Glenn,

completed, the old building will come

who is a captain with FedEx Express.

down, allowing a new state-of-the-

we support educational
endeavors, reflecting the
community spirit shared by
all FedEx employees in the
communities where we live
and work.”

express transportation company,
joined forces with the Organization
of Black Aerospace Professionals
last fall to present a Boeing 727200 freighter to Western Michigan
University’s College of Aviation to
support outreach efforts and training
for aviation students.
“As we retire this 727 from our fleet,
we are proud to give back to the
aviation community,” said David
Sutton, managing director of aircraft
acquisition and sales for FedEx
during the presentation ceremony.

freighter will provide to the University’s
aviation program students. The plane

“FedEx has been an ardent supporter

art facility to assume the name long
associated with the center of campus

introduce the idea of aviation careers to
middle and high school students.

For the second consecutive year, a

When the new Sangren Hall project is

Since 2000, FedEx has donated more

national publication that serves all

complete the campus will enjoy:

branches of the

than 50 of its Boeing 727 aircraft to

armed forces

various organizations for educational

has identified

purposes. Before its final flight, the

Western Michigan

WMU aircraft provided FedEx with

University as

20 years service transporting packages
to destinations throughout the United
States. The plane was flown to WMU

New student apartment housing gets rave reviews
A new apartment complex on
the west side of the campus is
the first undergraduate student
housing built on WMU’s campus
in nearly half a century and it
opened last fall to rave reviews
from student residents.
Western View is the name of the
development, and it is located
on the west side of campus
between Knollwood Avenue
and Kohrman Hall. The one-, two-, three- and four-bedroom units are designed
to house upperclassmen. They provide new on-campus housing to more than
300 students, and they opened with a 100 percent occupancy rate and a waiting
list of nearly 200 students.

Michigan’s top-

and a host of alumni memories.

• classroom technology that brings
instruction into the 21st century;

android.com for Android smartphones;
• a new Media Commons to promote
student engagement, productivity
and collaboration;

to veterans.

and through the iTunes Store and App
Store for iPhone, iPodTouch and other
Apple mobile devices.

• savings of more than $100,000
annually in stopgap maintenance
to an obsolete building; and

A few of the apps’ many features are:

• savings of $345,000 annually in
energy costs for a greatly reduced
carbon footprint.

• maps and a locator for key
buildings and offices on the main
campuses,

More than 60 percent of Sangren’s

• live streaming of WMUK Public
Radio for both HD1 and HD2,

• accessibility at all entrances for
people with disabilities;

usage is by first-year and second-year

• highly efficient and flexible classroom
and lecture hall configurations;

courses.

students taking general education

ranked school for outreach and service

Debel, Miller appointed by governor to Board of Trustees

• calendar of WMU public events,

• sounds of WMU, including Fight
Song, Alma Mater and “key
play,” and
• the latest Bronco scores and
updates from wmubroncos.com.
Graduating seniors Ryan Berry, Kyle

Military Times’ EDGE magazine

Early last year, Gov. Rick Snyder appointed

announced its annual list of the

Dana Debel of Ann Arbor to the Western

nation’s colleges and universities it

Michigan University Board of Trustees and

calls “Best for Vets” in its November

reappointed Ken Miller of Kalamazoo.

issue. WMU was ranked 33rd on

Director of state and local government

the list of 59 schools nationally that

Wickey created the iPhone version.

affairs for Delta Air Lines, Debel previously

The University commissioned the

served as a policy director for former Gov.

project, and the two teams met

Falkenstein and Matthew Rodgers
developed the Android version of
the app, while seniors Christopher
Ashbay, Justus Reule and Timothy

earned the coveted designation. The

Debel

only other Michigan school on the list

Jennifer Granholm from 2003 to 2007, primarily in the areas of environmental

is the University of Michigan-Flint,

weekly with the project sponsors

and energy policy. She earned both a bachelor’s degree in environmental studies

which came in at No. 41.

led by Dr. Keith Hearit, WMU vice

and a Master of Business Administration from Michigan State University.

provost for strategic enrollment

This is the second such ranking by

A trustee since 2002, Miller chaired the search that led to the 2007 appointment

management.

the monthly publication, which is a

of President John M. Dunn and served as chair of the Board of Trustees in 2008

supplement to the widely distributed

“WMU Mobile has a number of

and 2009. He is a Kalamazoo business leader; principal partner in Havirco,

Military Times publications—Army

distinctive features,” says Hearit,

an investment management firm; and owner of the Millennium Restaurant

Times, Navy Times, Air Force

“but what’s more impressive than

Group. He earned a bachelor’s degree in business and a Master of Business

Times and Marine Corps Times. The

the product, itself, is the way it was

Administration, both from WMU, and was a 2009 recipient of the WMU Alumni

magazine invited more than 4,000 of

created. Typically, universities pay a

Association’s Distinguished Alumni Award.

vendor to create an app. We had six

The eight-member board elected Trustee Dennis W. Archer of Detroit to lead the

talented computer science majors

board for 2011. In February, Trustee William D. Johnston was elected to serve as

design and create ours for their

board chair for 2012.

senior design project.”

The new complex features three-story buildings with two-color brick facades

the nation’s college and universities

and a traditional look similar to WMU’s East Campus. Parking for resident

to report on their programs, policies

students is included as part of the complex.

and resources for veterans.

2 wmich.edu/magazine

Mobile is available free of charge
through the Android Market at market.

University lauded for being
veteran friendly school

also will be used in outreach activities to

computer science students. WMU

Miller
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State legislation makes Michigan Geological Survey a part of WMU

WMU one of just 17 NCAA ‘clean’ FBS schools

A state survey with data that can enhance economic

The transfer has been under discussion since 2009, and the

A recent article published by The Wall Street Journal points to Western Michigan

development and job creation in Michigan has been

shift of data and collections will likely be completed within

University as one of the entities that provide a silver lining in the often dark cloud

New center puts academic
focus on human element
behind complex issues

transferred to Western Michigan

a year. The transfer legislation calls for the regulatory role

of big-time college sports violations.

The Center for the Humanities

University, making Michigan one of

of the survey to remain with the DEQ, while the state gains

just a few states in the nation to tap

essential geological information and the expertise needed to:

a research
university to
direct the role
of mapping,
evaluating and
researching
critical
geological
resources.
State legislation
sponsored
by Sen. Tonya Schuitmaker and signed by Michigan
Gov. Rick Snyder transferred the Michigan Geological
Survey from the Michigan Department of Environmental
Quality to WMU. It has become part of the University’s
acclaimed Department of Geosciences, which already
is home to the Michigan Geological Repository for

The article, “The NCAA’s Last Innocents,” notes that there are only 17 major athletic
programs with football teams playing in the Football Bowl Subdivision that have

• develop oil and gas supplies,

never been found guilty of any major violation in any sport. WMU is listed among

• protect groundwater resources,

those “clean” programs. The NCAA first began tracking violations in 1953.

• identify geological hazards, and

WMU is one of five Mid-American Conference schools on the “clean records” list

• provide educational opportunities for students and the
general public.

(Bowling Green, Central Michigan, Kent State and Ohio are the others). The MAC

The move will allow WMU geosicentists to use their

minor, by its member institutions. The committee meets in person twice a year,

extensive research expertise to effectively map Michigan

with a representative of each MAC school presenting the institution’s infractions

geological resources and help the state use, manage and

for the previous half year.

has its own infractions committee that reviews every violation, no matter how

mapping to make that information available to facilitate
industrial, residential and commercial development.
“To the best of our knowledge, Minnesota is the only

‘Epic Broncos’ stampede into Grand Rapids art event
WMU made its presence known in last

University of North Carolina-Chapel

fall’s Grand Rapids ArtPrize event by

Hill. WMU is the first Michigan

deciding to go big.

university to work with him, and the

other state in the nation in which a research university is

“Epic Broncos” art is now featured on

actually in charge of directing the survey and its collection

his gallery’s website, mascotgallery.com.

of subsurface data,” says Dr. Mohamed Sultan, chair of

fall when it invited the campus
and surrounding communities to
Knauss Hall, where visitors saw
the results of an initiative that
was conceived five years ago and
reborn only recently.
That effort has turned a dingy, dark
storage room into a sparkling new
center with a full slate of activities
that will shed light on today’s

protect resources like oil and gas, water, soil and minerals.
And they will use such technology as 3-D subsurface

celebrated its grand opening last

complex issues through lectures,
readings and other events.
The grand opening came just one
week after the WMU Board of
Trustees officially approved the
center. The opening event was
billed as “Barbecue and Books,”

The artist spent several days in

with WMU humanities scholars

Kalamazoo learning about the

and writers donating signed copies

University and its history and

of their books and articles for

traditions. He met with more than 80

the center’s collection. The event

Even before its current $1.7 million

vision to build a permanent home for

members of the WMU community,

was in keeping with the center’s

renovation that will double its

the honors college.

including faculty, staff, alumni,

mission of fostering discussion and

students and friends. He then

stimulating thought.

Research and Education.

WMU’s Department of Geosciences.

Rapidly growing Lee Honors College expands to meet needs of growing student body
classrooms and add numerous major

“We had a vision, too,” Lee said. “It

facility enhancements, WMU’s Lee

was that this honors college would be

Honors College was already among

the best in the nation. I think we’re at

the country’s most highly regarded

that point today.”

collegiate honors programs.
The upgrades, to be complete by fall

Lee and his wife Winifred (Winnie) Lee

2012, will provide an additional 4,000

who gave $500,000 toward the initial

square feet to the 8,400-square-foot

construction and an additional $1.125

honors college home, as well as add

million for the current renovation

state-of-the-art instructional technology

and addition. Carl Lee is former

throughout the facility, a seasonal

president, general manager and owner

outdoor classroom with amphi-

of Kalamazoo’s Fetzer Broadcasting

theatre-style seating, a renovated

Services Inc.

student lounge and a library.

At a groundbreaking ceremony for

The honors college was constructed

the project in 2011, Carl Lee recounted

in 1990 with $1.3 million in private

how then-President Diether H.

funding and is named in honor of Carl

Haenicke approached the Lees in the
late 1980s, indicating that he had a

4 wmich.edu/magazine

An 8,500-square-foot mural wrapping
two sides of Western Michigan University’s
downtown Grand Rapids facility was
unveiled to the cheers of hundreds of
WMU alumni, friends and fans during

combined that input with his own
research on endangered wild horses in
North Carolina.

“We want the center to be an
incubator for ideas and projects,”
says its founding

For incoming freshmen, admission to the

a gala ArtPrize party in September.

“When it came time to put brush to

Lee Honors College is by invitation only.

“The Epic Broncos,” a four-story-by-

canvas, I was loaded with ideas about

Dr. Katherine

what it is to be a Bronco,” La Noue told

Joslin, longtime

the unveiling crowd, noting WMU’s

WMU professor

strengths and the unique position it

of English. “It’s

Freshmen must have an ACT composite
score of 26 and a high school GPA of
3.6 to receive an invitation. Entering
freshmen credentials equal or surpass
those of students at the most elite
private colleges in the state and nation.
Skyrocketing enrollment growth has
driven the project. Over the past three
years, honors college enrollment has
grown by 40 percent to a total of more
than 1,400 students last fall.

160-foot piece of art by North Carolinabased artist Revere La Noue was
part of a package of multiple Bronco
installations, including “The Bronco
Epic,” La Noue’s official ArtPrize entry.
La Noue is widely known for creating
fine art based on the stories behind the
mascots of some of the nation’s top
universities, including Duke University,
University of Notre Dame, University
of Texas, Stanford University and

director,

occupies in a number of areas. “You

Joslin

have a lot to be proud about.”

park for the mind. We want this

The La Noue artwork is serving as

space to generate and nurture

the basis for a fundraising campaign

ideas across colleges and across

aimed at raising money for student

disciplines and, at the intersection

scholarships. Visit mywmu.com and

of those, to stimulate new thinking.”

like an industrial

click on “store” to learn more or make
a purchase.
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Gift is largest ever to an occupational therapy program
The gift provides:
• $1.5 million for the Frederic
W. Sammons Endowed Chair in
Occupational Therapy,

Rider and Sammons

A $2 million gift—the largest ever to a
U.S. occupational therapy program—

• $250,000 for innovative projects
in the Department of Occupational
Therapy such as development of the
Open Journal of Occupational
Therapy, and

WMU President John M. Dunn.

• $250,000 for the Barbara A. Rider
Endowed Distinguished Professorship
in Occupational Therapy.

The gift from Kalamazoo residents

“I’ve grown to feel like I’m part of

Frederic (Fred) W. Sammons and

the department, and I think at this

Dr. Barbara A. Rider to WMU’s

time, with so many seniors, so

Department of Occupational Therapy

many children with autism, so

in the College of Health and Human

many problems, it’s important that

Services will help shape the future of

I direct my resources in this way,”

the nearly 90-year-old program—the

Sammons says. “I’m sure it will have

oldest and the most highly ranked

a big impact in the future and over

such degree program in Michigan.

the years.”

was announced in November by

The gift is the largest cash gift ever

Sammons is the founder of Sammons

to the College of Health and Human

Preston Inc., the largest, worldwide

Services from individual donors, and

distributor of rehabilitation equipment

is tied for 10th on WMU’s all-time list

and supplies. Rider is professor

of cash gifts in the University’s 109-

emerita and past chair of WMU’s

year history.

Department of Occupational Therapy.

Football All-American Jordan White makes records fall in Dec. bowl game appearance

Bronco hometown called
best Michigan city for grads

The football Broncos went to the Little Caesar’s Pizza Bowl,

White is only the

WMU’s hometown of Kalamazoo is this

their first bowl game in five years, with a not-so-secret

second Bronco in

state’s best for recent college graduates.

weapon—senior wide receiver Jordan White, who was one

program history to

That’s according to a list of the

of 25 student-athletes to be named to the American Football

earn a spot on the

top 25 cities compiled by the Daily

Coaches Association All-America Team this year.

AFCA All-America

Beast for its second annual ranking.

In the Dec. 27 bowl game in Detroit, the Broncos fell to the

Quality of life factors such as

Purdue Boilermakers 37-32, but during the third quarter,

relative affordability, housing and

White set two Mid-American Conference records and one

employment opportunities, and size

WMU record. White became the MAC’s all-time leader in

of the age 22-24 population were

receiving yards for a career, set the MAC record for receiving

The Associated Press

used to compile the list.

yards in a season, and tied the MAC record for career

named White to its All-

Topping the 2011 list is Fayetteville,

receptions. White also passed Jamarko Simmons for most

N.C., home of the Fayetteville State

receiving yards by a Bronco in a bowl game. His yardage

and he was named a second team All-American by the

University Broncos. Not surprisingly,

total broke Cory Alston’s single-game record (263) set against

Walter Camp Football Foundation, making him the WMU

all the cities on the list have at least one

Eastern Michigan in 1997.

football program’s first consensus All-American.

are home to major universities. Only
Fayetteville and Kalamazoo, however,
are home to the Broncos.

Restored grandeur, adapted reuse planned for WMU’s East Campus birthplace
If plans outlined recently come to fruition, Western Michigan

The cost of redeveloping the four structures is pegged

University’s historic East Hall will regain its earlier grandeur

at $55 million to $60 million or about $200 per square
foot—about twice the cost of new construction for such

birthplace will become home to a

facilities.

Columbus, Durham—but not all major

boutique hotel, commercial office

university towns made the list. Kalamazoo

space and a variety of residential

is the only city in Michigan, Illinois,

living options.

Indiana or Wisconsin to make the top 25.

coach. Murray signed a five-year

Murray came to WMU with an extensive

contract becoming the sixth head

resume earned at the highest level of

major changes—a new coach and

coach in the program’s 39-year history.

professional hockey. He is one of only

year from now.

Murray

announced it accepted an invitation
to join the National Collegiate Hockey
Conference—The National—which

The season

begins play in the fall of 2013. The

ended with a

Broncos join a competitive group

Central Collegiate

that includes:

Hockey Association championship
and a NCAA tournament berth.
In August, the University announced
the hiring of NHL coaching veteran
Andy Murray as the new head

6 wmich.edu/magazine

• Colorado College,			
• University of Denver,
• Miami University,			
• University of Minnesota Duluth,
• University of Nebraska Omaha,		
• University of North Dakota, and
• St. Cloud State University.

American third team,

the homes of major universities—Austin,

into the 2011-12 season with two

conference a

as a center in 1982.

and the University’s Prospect Hill

WMU’s hockey program moved

Just weeks later, on Sept. 23, WMU

accomplished the feat

Some of cities on the list are well known as

Bronco hockey has new coach, 2013 conference change and a CCHA championship

head for a new

Matt Meares who

university and several, like Kalamazoo,

Randy Doran, senior vice
president at KDC Real Estate

the decision to

Team, joining

39 coaches in NHL history to reach

Development and Investments,
outlined the tentative plans during a town hall meeting
early this year. KDC is the private-sector development
partner WMU identified last fall to redevelop the 35-acre
East Campus site.

Doran said that high cost makes receiving state and
federal tax credits essential for development to take
place and makes the uncertainty surrounding Michigan’s
new tax-credit structure a point of concern.
“Without tax credits, it becomes very difficult to make
financial sense of a development like this,” Doran said.
“It would mean hotel rooms and apartment rentals
would need to be at about twice the rate for similar
properties in the area.”
Because cars were not part of the equation when East

300 wins with a career record of

Doran revealed that thus far, plans call for:

333-278-58-71. He has 10 years of NHL

• East Hall to be a boutique hotel, part of an emerging
nationwide trend, with the gymnasium preserved as
a health club and the atrium area converted to a small
conference center designed to serve small gatherings
and weddings;

plans call for a 450-stall parking structure to be built into

• North Hall to be dedicated to residences that leverage
some of the building’s best-known features—arched
windows and classic fireplaces;

columns, removed over the years, would be restored.

head coaching experience, spending
six seasons, 1999-2006, at the helm of
the Los Angeles Kings and four, 2006-10,
with the St. Louis Blues. Murray replaced
Jeff Blashill, who was recruited to serve
as assistant coach for the NHL’s Red Wings.
The National is only the second conference in which WMU hockey has been
a member during its 39-year history.

Campus was built, Doran explained that preliminary
the east side of Prospect Hill.
Doran also said plans call for the existing columns on the
original building to be retained and the other two sets of
“Putting those columns back up and restoring East Hall

• West Hall to be focused on moderately priced apartment
housing for University-connected audiences; and

to its original design has been part of every set of plans

• the Speech and Hearing Center to be targeted for reuse
as a commercial office building with its interior largely
preserved.

short of a top-down historical renovation, but we can

during the process,” Doran said. “This will be something
confidently say the public and the University will be well
pleased by the final product.”

wmich.edu/magazine 7
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Growing ever greener
Some three decades of conservation efforts, combined with a new focus
on building a healthy learning environment, have positioned WMU
as a green leader.

Imagine that you increased the size of
your 2,000-square-foot home to more
than 2,300 square feet and cut your
utility bill by 19 percent.
That, in essence, is what Western Michigan
University has done over the past 20 years
through a dedicated and award-winning
effort to not just conserve energy, but to
make the University more efficient and
sustainable in scores of other ways.
The effort has led to energy savings and
cost avoidance that now totals $120
million and has turned the campus
into a national model, triggering visits
8 wmich.edu/magazine

from other universities and privatesector businesses to find out just how
WMU does it. Visitors from Purdue
University, University of Notre Dame
and the University of Michigan have
joined those from Wells Fargo, Pfizer and
2008 Olympics planner Beijing Acorp
Engineering to see:
• WMU’s computer-run command
center, from which energy usage is
tracked on a room-by-room basis in
many of 151 buildings campuswide,

• a highly regarded stormwater
management system that is attracting
attention and accolades as a national
model, and
• higher education’s first major facility
to achieve LEED Gold certification
for existing buildings, (See related
story on page 10.)
This spring, WMU’s green credentials
dramatically expanded with the addition
of a massive solar array that is powering
the largest electric vehicle charging
capability of any campus in the nation.
(See related story on page 11.)

1980 financing model set
standard for nation
While sustainability and energy
conservation initiatives are common
today on campuses nationwide, WMU
began its concerted efforts early—in
1980—launching a quasi-green revolving
fund to capture energy savings from
each project completed and funneling
the savings back into additional energy
initiatives. The effort started small but has
grown and added to the overall energy
savings tally.

The University, for instance, invested
$5.85 million in individual energy
efficiency projects between 1996 and
2011, realizing cost avoidance and savings
of nearly $17 million. The average time
to recoup the original cost of a campus
energy project was 2.1 years, and the
annual rate of return on investment was
47 percent.
More than 20 years after WMU,
Harvard University created a formal
green revolving fund that set aside a fixed
amount of money to support energy
conservation and other sustainability
initiatives. What makes WMU’s quasi-

green revolving fund unique—and very
special—is that the “fund” size is not
fixed. Since this “fund” is not artificially
limited, it allows WMU to take advantage
of a wider array of energy saving and
other conservation opportunities that
have a rapid payback.
Harvard-style GRFs are now common on
campuses that are green leaders. Last year,
the Sustainable Endowment Institute, a
national arbiter of campus sustainability
initiatives, praised WMU’s method of
financing green projects and highlighted
the University’s efforts and leadership.
wmich.edu/magazine 9
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Measuring the
outcomes

Rebuilding the campus energy
infrastructure

During the same period that
WMU added new buildings and
cut energy costs, the University
focused on the metrics of energy
consumption. It cut regulated
emissions, such as sulfur dioxide,
at the Beam Power Plant by
96 percent and cut water
consumption in half for the entire
campus.

In the early 1990s, WMU switched its source of fuel for the
central power plant from coal to natural gas, a move that
Strazdas says dramatically reduced the University’s contribution
of regulated emissions to the atmosphere, and added a cogeneration system for a combined heat and power plant.

“Years ago we talked about energy conservation and being
green,” says Peter Strazdas, associate vice president for Facilities
Management. “Now we talk about sustainability, which includes
more than just energy conservation. I think about sustainability
in the broadest context of how we act and do things on our
campus. Everything we do should result in a campus that is in a
better condition than when we found it. It’s not just about more
trees and grass and less asphalt. That’s part of it. But it’s also about
efficiencies in spending and spending resources on the right things.”

WMU invested in heat recovery systems, sensors that turn down
the heat and lights in unoccupied rooms, thousands of efficient
light bulbs, low-flow shower heads, chemicalfree water treatment, auto-flush toilets and
waterless urinals, electric vehicles, preventive
maintenance, LED lighting and even parking
spaces reserved specifically for alternative-fuel
vehicles.
Strazdas

All those efforts altered a course of increased
consumption that would have forced an expansion of the power
plant. Over the past 17 years, WMU avoided spending $120
million—money that would have been spent, Strazdas says, “if
we had stuck our heads in the sand and done nothing.” Every
reduction in energy use has a major impact on costs and WMU’s
annual $21 million utility bill.

‘Healthy’ WMU building sets campus, state and national standard for sustainability
WMU’s College of Health and Human
Services Building has become one of the
nation’s benchmarks for creating sustainable
environments in existing campus buildings. It
is also setting the standard for five additional
campus facilities about to achieve similar
recognition.
The high-tech, 200,000-square-foot HHS
Building completed in summer 2005 has
since become the first structure in southwest
Michigan and one of only a handful in the state
to meet national energy and environmental
standards for existing buildings.
It earned gold-level status in the Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design for Existing
Buildings—LEED-EB—rating system. The
achievement places the HHS Building among
the highest-performing buildings in Michigan,
according to the U.S. Green Building Council,
and makes it the first LEED-EB certified
higher education building in the world rated
to be rated at the gold level .
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The building was
designed by the
architectural firm
SmithGroup of
Detroit and features
cork flooring and
motion-activated
lights, heating and
cooling. Rice paper
between sheets of
glass provides
translucent
windows along
hallways.
Achieving gold College of Health and Human Services
status involved documenting sustainable increased ventilation standards, daylight
practices with stormwater management, harvesting and lighting control, thermal comfort
site-erosion and light-pollution control, water monitoring, and increased air filtration.
usage efficiency in restrooms and landscaping, The four-story HHS Building sits atop a hill along
ozone-free cooling systems, recycling and Oakland Drive on land formerly used by the
waste management storage and collection, Kalamazoo Psychiatric Hospital.
sustainable cleaning products and policies,

“Many of the things we have done have had a quick payback—
the low-hanging fruit,” Strazdas says. “We’ve picked most of
the low-hanging fruit and now, we’re investing in things that
have a longer payback—things like more efficient electrical and
mechanical devices to save money in the long run.”

WMU electric vehicle infrastructure most
extensive of any campus in United States

Three of every four existing buildings have been modified for greater
energy efficiency, and a major effort has been made to build state-ofthe-art sustainable structures as the University grows.

In February, 15 new electric vehicle
charging stations opened to the
public. Added to four
stations activated
last year and a fifth
recently installed
near Welborn Hall,
the new stations will allow some 20 EVs to be charged on campus
simultaneously—the most for any college or university campus in
the United States.

Fourteen new building projects on campus since 1996 have used
LEED—Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design—
principals, adding about 1 million square feet of energy-efficient
building space. Currently, five existing buildings are going
through the process to meet LEED’s arduous existing-building
requirements for certification.
WMU’s Facilites Management staff is taking these best practices
used on the certified buildings and leveraging them across all
campus buildings. This has caught the eye of the U.S. Green
Building Council, and it has asked WMU to pilot a campus
portfolio project for existing buildings that may become a new
tool for the USGBC to use with other large campus owners
across the United States.

Making it personal
While energy conservation on the operations level has been a
generation in the making, it’s the past decade that has seen an
explosion in the number of initiatives aimed at WMU’s core
mission—preparing the next generation of national leaders.
In rapid succession, campus green advocates:
• adopted both the Talloires Declaration and the American
College and University Presidents Climate Commitment,
• established a comprehensive website—wmich.edu/
sustainability—to detail sustainability efforts on campus,
• became the only campus in Michigan with students
committed enough to sustainability efforts to vote to fund
green initiatives with a dedicated student fee,
• secured funding to establish an Office of Sustainability
with a full-time executive director and a coordinator of
sustainability projects,
• became a member the Southwest Michigan Regional
Sustainability Covenant,
• created an internship program that has seen more than
30 student interns focusing on sustainability initiatives,

A $700,000 grant from the Clean Energy Coalition is making Western
Michigan University’s electric vehicle capabilities the new standard
for campuses nationwide.

The 15 new charging stations are located near the Miller Auditorium
parking ramp and adjacent to a massive new 50 kW, grid-tied solar
array that provides a significant portion of the EV charging stations’
energy demand. The full system of charging stations and solar array
are meant to serve as a visual symbol of the way forward for a clean
transportation future.
The WMU network of stations has been linked to the Charge Point
America system, which is helping to build a much-needed national
infrastructure for electric cars by providing some 5,000 networked
stations free of charge to organizational and residential applicants
in 10 U.S. regions, including Michigan’s Lower Peninsula. Michigan
now has more public charging stations than most other states in
the Midwest. WMU’s 20 Kalamazoo stations represent 20 percent of
charging stations on the state’s west side.
The infusion of EV charging technology was funded by a $700,000
grant last year from the Clean Energy Coalition. The successful
grant proposal was written by Dr. Harold Glasser, executive director
for campus sustainability.
It also allowed WMU to acquire five all-electric Ford Transit Connect
service vehicles as well as a large electric hybrid-hydraulic bucket
truck. The new electric vehicles also put WMU among the nation’s
leaders in the number of such service vehicles on a single campus.

• established a Student Sustainability Grants Program
that disperses as much as $45,000 per semester to fund
student-led initiatives,
• earned WMU a designation as one of 80 national Campus
Sustainability Leaders by the Sustainable Endowments Institute,
• constructed a campuswide inventory of sustainability
initiatives, resources and faculty interests, and
• set up a green learning community involving committed faculty
members from disciplines across the campus.
wmich.edu/magazine 11
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Broad focus from the top down
The energy conservation focus in the operations area got a boost
in 2007 when President John M. Dunn arrived on campus and
began to seek additional input on how the campus could become
more sustainable in every area of its work.
He asked a cross section of the campus community—faculty,
staff and students—to be part of a Universitywide Sustainability
Committee led by Dr. Harold Glasser, an
environmental studies faculty member who
now serves as executive director of campus
sustainability. The group’s charge was to help
coordinate and prioritize the important tasks
ahead and to identify a catalog of strategic
Glasser
sustainability initiatives.

Glasser views the University as a key player in changing not
just attitudes and actions on campus, but society in general. He
has even coined the term ecocultural sustainability to reflect
the need to create a social process that is both desirable and
ecologically sound.
He cites “three pillars” outlined by Dunn early in his days at
WMU. The pillars were identified as a way to make incremental
social and culturally beneficial changes—to literally build a more
vital and flourishing campus by focusing on health and wellness,
diversity and inclusivity, and sustainability.
“The University is not just talking about the three pillars,”
Glasser said, “but trying to model them in all of its actions.”
			

The committee’s report, submitted early in 2009, included
additional recommendations in the operations area as well
as sustainability recommendations for tasks central to the
University’s mission—curriculum development, research
and community service and outreach. The committee also
urged administrative moves to build a stronger sustainability
implementation and assessment infrastructure.

Implementing the initiatives

EcoMug is campuswide symbol

A turning point in campus sustainability efforts came in 2010,
when students conceived and supported an initiative that led to
the student body’s approval of an $8 per semester sustainability
fee that would provide funding to support the Office for
Sustainability and generate a funding stream for grants
to support student research projects as well as a green
jobs program for students.

For the past three years, a simple stainless steel water bottle
dubbed the EcoMug has been making waves on campus
and serving as a tangible symbol of student involvement in
sustainability issues—a way to help students both make a
sustainability statement and learn how their actions can make
a difference.

Those projects are now being funded with about
$45,000 in grants each semester. They have provided
the resources for such initiatives as:
• using waste vegetable oil from dining services to
power campus lawn mowers,
• creating a Bronco “stable” by rehabbing abandoned
bicycles and making them part of a bicycle share
program,
• establishing a student farm on campus, and
• developing, The Campus Beet, a café designed to
offer fresh, delicious and ecologically sound food,
to build the local economy and to support the WMU
community.
12 wmich.edu/magazine

Until 2008, the University spent more than $32,000 every year
on Styrofoam and paper cups and plastic lids, says Glasser.
With this and every other expense, he says, there are “upstream”
and “downstream” costs, ranging from manufacturing and
distribution to collection, transport and disposal. The 500,000
disposable cups purchased annually by WMU generated more
than five tons of waste.
Enter EcoMug, a 15-ounce, dual-wall, long-lasting and
recyclable travel container that is offered free to incoming firstyear and transfer students—a total of about 6,000 students each
fall. When students use the mug in lieu of disposable cups, they
not only help reduce waste but earn rewards as well. All campus
cafes offer discounts when the mugs are used, and several area
businesses offer discounts to EcoMug users as well.

Glasser says that the latter benefit reflects one of the University’s
broader goals: to bring the campus and the community together
to share in greater sustainability efforts.

Creating cultural change
Glasser and others on campus are also looking at the curriculum
and how more sustainability offerings may influence a student’s
decisions after graduation. Initiatives under way include creating
more opportunities for structured internships, projects and theses
that will encourage students to collaborate with staff, administrators
and faculty to address key campus sustainability issues.
“Many times we inadvertently model assumptions that
perpetuate unsustainable behaviors and policies,” Glasser says.
“Students should be encouraged to think about how their values,
hopes and dreams for the future can shape society. Too often,
there is a gap between what many of us hold as aspirations for a
better future and our individual and collective actions.
“If we are more aware of how our actions generate upstream
and downstream consequences, will that change our behavior?
We don’t know. But when we poll our students, they tell us that
they care not just about themselves but also about a sense of
community. They want a better life for their children and they
care about the nonhuman world. “We have to help them realize
that their dreams are achievable.”
Glasser, who travels widely nationally and internationally
lecturing on the sustainability efforts at WMU, says the changes
on campus are the direct result of an administration with
foresight, and a faculty, staff and students all getting onboard the
sustainability express.
Strazdas, the facilities expert, says that a major source of
pride is a steady stream of magazine writers from professional
organizations as well as visitors from other universities and
communities who want to know how WMU accomplished the
incredible feat of growing in size while using less energy.
“We’ve had people here from all over the world,” he says. “We
make it a point to share our knowledge. That’s what universities
should do—share and educate at the highest level.”
WMU, however, is not done yet.
“Were enormously proud of the campus environment we’ve
built,” Dunn said in a recent speech, “but we recognize that we
are only at the beginning of this journey of creating a culture of
sustainability.”

Family connection puts focus on
local natural environment
WMU’s Environmental Studies Program home in Wood
Hall is now home to a mural by landscape painter and
muralist Conrad Kaufman, son of Dr. Maynard Kaufman,
the program’s founder.
The younger Kaufman, who earned a bachelor’s
degree in anthropology from WMU in 1986, became a
full-time artist in 1995. Now a widely admired painter of
landscapes and murals, he spent eight weeks on campus
as a visiting artist-in-residence while he completed a
major mural project in the Environmental Studies suite
on the third floor of Wood Hall. The mural features a
continuum of landscapes in the Kalamazoo area, from
wilderness to urban.
Kaufman’s father, Maynard, taught comparative religion
and environmental studies at the University from 1963
to 1987. The elder Kaufman co-founded the Environmental
Studies Program in 1972 and served as its first director.
He and his wife, Barbara, now live “off the grid” in an
independently sustained home in Bangor, Mich.
Conrad Kaufman’s murals can be found throughout
the Kalamazoo area and elsewhere in Michigan on
the walls of public places, private businesses and
more than 100 residential buildings. His work adorns
such area buildings as the Kalamazoo Valley Museum,
Portage and Kalamazoo Public libraries, West Michigan
Cancer Center and Food Dance Café. Other examples
of his work can be seen at the Henry Ford Museum in
Dearborn, Battle Creek’s industrial park, Lake Michigan
College in Benton Harbor and the farmer’s market in
South Haven.
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School of Medicine

The art, science and business of medicine

university, two very good health systems
and the willingness of all three to work
together to give birth to a medical school.
But it’s something more intangible that
permeates the place that will give the
school and the doctors it produces an edge.

The founding dean of the WMU School of Medicine is a caring
pediatrician and scientist with a business degree and a finger on the

“There’s an entrepreneurial spirit and
legacy that permeates all of Kalamazoo,”
he notes. “The legacy of (W. E.)Upjohn
and (Homer) Stryker is very deep and
very broad. That’s unusual. Part of
that legacy is an environment where
entrepreneurship and discovery can
thrive, and it’s that spirit of discovery
that will lead to the success of the
medical school.”

pulse of an entrepreneurial community.
By any stretch of the imagination, it was an extraordinary first
day on the job.
Dr. Hal B. Jenson, founding dean of the Western Michigan
University School of Medicine, began his tenure at WMU
on March 22, 2011. He spent that day surrounded by news
cameras, costumed promotional gold men and hundreds of
community members breathless to hear a highly anticipated
news announcement.
That day’s announcement by WMU President John M. Dunn
was quick, electrifying and transformational. Anonymous

donors had committed $100 million to establish the School of
Medicine. It was the largest cash gift to a college or university in
Michigan’s history—and among the 10 largest ever made to an
American public university.
“It was a great day for Kalamazoo, but it was also a great day for
me, personally,” says Jenson, whose professional colleagues across
the nation had openly wondered about the wisdom of someone
pulling up stakes and heading to Michigan in a down economy
to help start a medical school. “That gift really makes the
medical school possible, and all those people to whom I’d said,
‘You just have to trust that it’s a good choice,’ then saw what a
great opportunity this really was.”
Jenson, who is a specialist in clinical infectious diseases and
virology, came to WMU from the Tufts University School of
Medicine, where he was a professor of pediatrics and regional
dean for that school’s Western Campus. He was selected from
among some 60 candidates whose credentials were considered in
14 wmich.edu/magazine

a national search for a founding dean of the new medical school
that is a collaboration between WMU and Kalamazoo’s two
world-class teaching hospitals—Borgess Health and Bronson
Healthcare.
In the months since coming, Jenson’s conviction that it was
“a good choice” has deepened as the pace of progress on the
initiative has escalated.

The school is being launched at a time
when a physician shortage is looming,
when the science of medicine is
changing and when the way medicine is
taught is about to undergo a revolution.
Building a medical school from the
ground up has its advantages in such a
climate, Jenson says.

“It really is incredibly exciting to come into a position like this
where there’s already such momentum and to be able to build
upon that,” he says. “There are some really innovative aspects of
the way we’re developing medical education that will make this
not just the newest medical school, but make this among the
best medical schools in the country.”
What he once saw as a three-party effort, he now knows has a
critical fourth party in the mix—the Kalamazoo community.
More than 300 members of that community, including many in
the medical arena, are now part of the initiative and are engaged
in planning for curriculum, physical facilities, library and
information technology resources, a simulation center, student
services, business operations, and communications.
Under Jenson’s guidance, they’re working at an accelerated pace
to submit accreditation materials to the Liaison Committee on
Medical Education in spring 2012, with a goal of securing initial
accreditation and welcoming the first class of 40 to 50 students
in the fall of 2014.
Before becoming a contender for the deanship, Jenson knew
little of Kalamazoo or WMU. His background was in medical
education, and with no medical school in place, Kalamazoo was
off his personal radar.
Jenson is an alumnus of Brigham Young University who earned
a medical degree from George Washington University and
later earned a Master of Business Administration degree from
the University of Texas at Austin. He completed a residency
in pediatrics at Rainbow Babies and Children’s Hospital at
Case Western Reserve University and a fellowship in pediatric

“We have the opportunity here to develop
a new structure that is based on what the
current environment is, rather than trying
to change an environment that was based
on 15 or 20 years ago,” he notes.

infectious diseases at the Yale University School of Medicine. He
also was a visiting fellow in molecular biology at the University
of Cambridge’s Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research.
He does recall as a youth watching his mother, a registered
nurse, work with medications produced by the Upjohn Co. in
someplace called Kalamazoo. More recently, he learned of the
Kalamazoo Promise.
“When it was announced, I remember thinking what a
wonderful place Kalamazoo must be to be so committed to its
youth. That gave me a favorable impression of this community
that’s been borne out by my own experiences meeting with
people in Kalamazoo.”
Kalamazoo, he’s learned, is exceptional in several areas. The
prospect for success in building the medical school, he says, is
enhanced by the presence of a Carnegie-designated “high research”

The curriculum being built will focus
on the early introduction of clinical
experiences and having students learn to work in interdisciplinary
medical teams from their earliest days as caregivers. A research
emphasis and the use of simulation technology for training are
two additional ingredients that will be part of medical education
at WMU. But it’s perhaps the two new competencies the WMU
curriculum will add to the six universal themes of graduate
medical education that has Jenson most excited. As a former
medical school faculty member at Tufts, Yale, the University of
Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio and Eastern Virginia
Medical School, he knows the two new competencies can make a
difference in the caliber of graduates produced.
“The first six competencies are based on patient care,” Jenson says.
“We’ve added a seventh competency that is self-care and personal
Continued on page 31
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Oprah calls WMU grad her favorite guest
America’s most celebrated talk-show host, Oprah Winfrey,

Over the next 20 years, she accomplished each goal. She

identified a 2009 Western Michigan University alumna as

traveled to America and earned bachelor’s and master’s
degrees. When she returned to Zimbabwe, she would
dig the list up, cross off the achieved goal and move on
to the next one.
Two months after her first appearance on the “Oprah
Show,” Trent graduated from WMU, completing her

Service and storytelling are driving the
development and alumni office realignment
Placing greater emphasis on telling the WMU story and serving the WMU family,
the Office of Development and Alumni Relations has a new focus.

journey from life as an impoverished African child bride
to a career as an international scholar who holds a Ph.D.
and has extensive expertise on the evaluation of
AIDS-prevention efforts.

Left to right, Heifer International President Jo Lach, Winfrey and Trent

A redesigned website is the latest sign that activity in the WMU

A corresponding MyWMU Concierge Card, providing access to a

Office of Development and Alumni Relations is anything but

variety of benefits and services, is being offered free of charge through

When she crossed the Miller Auditorium stage

routine. New priorities, new technologies and new assignments

the new website.

Dec. 17, 2009, to receive her degree in interdisciplinary

have repositioned the office to more actively engage and serve

Membership dues to

evaluation, Trent carried the small tin in which she had

alumni, donors and friends of the University.

the WMU Alumni

her “all time favorite guest” during one of the moving

“Throughout history, stories have connected

final episodes of the “Oprah Show,” reprising the story of

person to person, tribe to tribe, culture to

“the woman who buried her dreams.”

culture. They teach us about our differences

Association have been
eliminated to ensure
that this assistance and
service is

and our commonalities. They inspire and

Tererai Trent—Dr. Tererai Trent—is from Zimbabwe. She

available to all.

prompt actions that change lives,” says Jim

started her adult life as an impoverished cattle-herder
who defied a culture that places

Thomas, vice president for development and

The website has also been redesigned to simplify online giving.

alumni relations. “There are so many people

Substantially increased fundraising and an enhanced reputation among

who want to help make WMU great, and each has a story to tell.”

the entire WMU family already points to the success of MyWMU.com

Thomas

little value on the contributions of
women. She educated herself, setting

and the department’s reorganization. Roy E. Muir, senior consultant

a path and an example for her own

That conviction prompted Thomas and his team to launch

five children and for other women in

MyWMU.com—an interactive, user-friendly site that is designed

similar circumstances. Trent’s story,

to share compelling WMU stories and serve as a portal to access

which includes earning a doctoral

events, experiences

Thomas stresses the importance of the human element of this model.

degree from WMU, was retold on the episode in which

and a new array of

“While the tools of service and storytelling have changed with

the host identified her favorite guest—someone Winfrey

services. One such

new technologies, communication is a two-way street that requires

said “epitomizes everything I’ve been trying to say on

service is the new

engagement and time spent face-to-face. Some of our staff assignments

this show for 25 years.”

MyWMU Concierge.

have shifted to ensure that our team is prepared to engage, to serve and

The original 2009 episode of “Oprah” placed Trent on

The MyWMU

the national stage, where she became known as the

Concierge service is

Colleen Lewis, former WMU director of internal audit, was hired last

available seven days

year to serve as executive director of administration. M. Jamie Jeremy,

a week by calling

who has led WMU’s alumni

(269) 387-8746. It is

relations programs since

designed to provide

1984, has been promoted to

personal assistance

the role of chief relationship

with all things WMU.

officer.

Trent

woman who “buried her dreams.” Trent’s story was first
chronicled on the pages of the New York Times, and in a
book, “Half the Sky,” by Nicholas Kristof
and Sheryl WuDunn. Both the book and
the “Oprah” show detailed how Trent

Trent with President John M. Dunn during her January visit to campus

buried her list of goals, along with the list itself. Following
the ceremony, she asked WMU President John M. Dunn
to add his signature to the 20-year-old document.

developed a list of goals for herself as

After Winfrey identified Trent as her favorite guest, she

a very young woman living in a rural

also committed $1.5 million to make Trent’s dream of

village. Her list was buried in a tin piece

building a school in Zimbabwe a reality. Trent has since

behind her home in a field where she

appeared on Winfrey’s new OWN network and returned

herded cattle.

to WMU in early 2012 to share her story.
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with New Jersey-based Marts & Lundy, has called the WMU focus on
service and engagement a “new model” in higher education.

to listen to the WMU family, every single day.”

Lewis

Jeremy
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Seita Scholars

Fostering Success
Support and coaching spell success for foster youth on campus

Seita Scholars learn to
leverage their experiences
Some Seita Scholars call Western Michigan
University their first real “home.”
After living their formative years in a turbulent
and ever changing placement parade of
relatives and/or foster homes and families,
many former foster youth—who attend WMU
through its Fostering Success Initiative—are
gaining their first sense of stability on a
University campus.
“It’s amazing to see what happens once the
students settle in and realize that not only are
their essential needs
provided for, but that
they are surrounded
by people who want
to see them succeed,”
says Jamie Crandell, a
Seita Scholars campus
Crandell
coach. “Once that
occurs, all things are possible.”
Not that acceptance and a sense of belonging
happens right away. Most foster youth come
to expect that relationships are a temporary
thing, having witnessed numerous changes
in living arrangements,
caseworkers and friendships
in their adolescence.

Cook

“When I heard about the
Seita Scholars program,
my first thought was
‘what are the strings?’,”
says Champagne Cook, a
sophomore from Detroit.
“Many of the new students in
the program are skeptical, but
that changes quickly.”
Many Seita Scholars have become
accustomed to a foster care system
that disrupts their lives. Cook, an avid

18 wmich.edu/magazine

For a program that started with little funding and quite a few naysayers, WMU’s
Fostering Success Initiative has done very, very well.
It started with the seed of an idea after a fortuitous meeting between a WMU foster
youth alumnus and University administrators. In less than four years, that seed has
flowered into what it believed to be the country’s largest and most inclusive fosteryouth specific higher education program.
Participants in the program are called Seita Scholars—after three-time WMU alumnus
John Seita, a product of the foster care system who became a nationally renowned
advocate for foster youth. WMU’s fledging initiative debuted in
fall 2008 with 52 students and grew to a contingent of 140 last fall.
The program is designed to provide an academic and social support
network for young people coming out of the foster care program--the
kind of network that families usually provide.
Now in its fourth year, the Seita Scholars program welcomes
approximately 50 new students each fall. Enrollees must meet standard
WMU admissions requirements and receive full tuition support from
Seita
the University. With state funding typically covering most living
expenses, the program predicts that many Seita Scholars will graduate with little or no debt.
From the very beginning, WMU President John Dunn has served as the No. 1
spokesperson, advocate and cheerleader for the Seita Scholars. “When I was first
approached, my immediate reaction was, ‘let’s do it,’” says Dunn. “ The idea was just too
compelling not to follow through.”
Of course, starting the program took more than just a presidential thumbs up. When
the initiative was presented to the WMU Board of Trustees, Dunn was asked how it
would be funded.
“I have no idea,” he responded.
In its first years, the program has garnered support from a number of foundations,
including the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, Guido and Elizabeth Binda Foundation, Kalamazoo
Community Foundation, Harold and Grace Upjohn Foundation, Community Foundation
for Southeast Michigan and the Speckhard-Knight Charitable Foundation. Most recently,
the Kresge Foundation awarded the University $700,000 to help spread the lessons learned
and best practices throughout the state of Michigan.
In addition to financing, there were other initial obstacles. For example, several observers
familiar with foster care systems predicted that very few entering the Seita Scholars
program would actually graduate.
In fact, statistics show that retention among the student population is quite comparable
to WMU’s overall retention rate. Approximately 75 percent of incoming Seita Scholars
complete their fall semester and return for the subsequent spring semester.
Continued on page 30

track enthusiast, missed a key high school
competition due to a mandatory meeting with
her caseworker, while Joel
Frederick, a WMU junior from
Bath, Mich., had to skip the
first half of an important high
school football game due to a
caseworker commitment.
Upon arriving at WMU,
Seita Scholars are paired
with a campus coach—a
staff person who works with
students to make sure they
are maintaining healthy and
productive (academic and
otherwise) lifestyles.

Frederick

“The campus coaches are great about meeting
the students on their own terms,” says Angie
Bowman, a junior from
Detroit. “ While they hold us
accountable, at the same
they are also supportive and
flexible.”
One of the more noteworthy
aspects of the Seita Scholars
program is that students
are encouraged to become
teachers as well as learners.
For example, last fall Cook
Bowman
and Bowman served as cocoordinators of new transition
program that brought new Seita Scholars
from southeast Michigan to campus early
for a three-and-half-day camp. The camp
experience allowed students to adjust to
the University setting before the demands of
classes and academics began.
Far from letting the circumstances of their
upbringing limit their potential, many Seita
Scholars are using those circumstances as an
asset. For example, Bowman is studying social
work and plans to pursue a career in helping
former foster youth enjoy success.
“In many ways, because of my personal
experiences, I am uniquely qualified,” says
Bowman. “It’s about taking advantage of
what life gives you. Who better to help our
foster youth than someone who has been
in their shoes?”
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classnotes
1949 - 1974
Hal Menzie, BS ‘49, and his wife,

Michael Carrier, BA ‘72, is the assistant
regional director for Fishery Resources in the
Pacific Region of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. He will lead the daily operation of
the fishery programs in Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Hawaii.

Richard E. Wragg, BS ‘53, MA ‘59,

Richard A. Margittay, BS ‘72, a retired
Dearborn, Mich., police officer, is the author
of a true crime book titled “Carnival Games:
$10,000,000,000 Hoodwink Racket,”
published by Xlibris Corp.

Bonnie, were chosen by WMU and the
Varsity “W” Club board of directors as the
2010 Man and Woman of the Year. They
have supported Bronco athletics for more
than five decades.
was recently inducted into the Paw Paw
(Mich.) High School Athletic Hall of
Fame. He was a member of the class
of ‘45, and he played football, baseball,
basketball and ran track.

Michael Brennan, BA ‘63, is co-owner

of Sager Metal Strip Co. in Michigan City,
Ind. He also is co-founder and co-chair of
the Unity Foundation of LaPorte County.

Robert Bruininks, BS ‘64, is president

emeritus of the University of Minnesota.
He has returned to faculty as a professor
in the Center for Integrative Leadership in
the Humphrey School of Public Affairs.

Eileen Hitchingham, MSL ‘66, is dean
emerita of University Libraries at Virginia
Tech.

Don Mercer, BS ‘66, is the author of

a new book titled “Follow to Lead, the
7 Principles to being a Great Follower,”
published by Tate Publishing.

Barbara Marineau, BA ‘72, recently

starred in “A Catered Affair” at Kalamazoo’s
Farmers Alley Theatre.

John T. Sperla, BA ‘72, was elected to

the 2011 management committee for Mika
Meyers Beckett & Jones PLC in Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Suzanne (Geha) Merpi, BA ‘73, was a

guest speaker at Spring Lake District Library’s
Outstanding Women speaker series in honor
of Women’s History Month.

Jack Ullrey, BBA ‘73, is president and
owner of Ullrey & Co. Certified Public
Accountants in Kalamazoo.

Gary Ellis, BS ‘74, MA ‘81, Allegan (Mich.)
High School athletic director, was chosen by
the Michigan Interscholastic Association of
Athletic Administrators as the 2010 Region
Five Athletic Director of the Year.

Martha Russell Bireda, BA ‘66, an

educational consultant, is the author of a
new book titled “Schooling Poor Minority
Children: New Segregation in the PostBrown Era,” published by Rowman and
Littlefield Education.

Patricia Skinner,

Skinner
Dallas, N.C.

BA ‘67, MA ‘68, is
the recipient of the
Wells Fargo President
of the Year Award
from the North
Carolina Community
College System.
She is president of
Gaston College in

Rick Cahow, BS ‘70, MA ‘77, was
the guest speaker at The Museum at
Southwestern Michigan College’s spring
lecture series. His talk was titled “Gone
a ‘Sogerine:’ The Civil War Experience
of Samuel Chase Hodgman of the 7th
Michigan Infantry.”

1975 - 1990
Alessandro DiNello, BBA ‘75, executive
vice president for retail banking at Flagstar
Bank in Jackson, Mich., has been appointed
by Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder to the
Electronic Recording Commission.
Jonathan R. Breuning, BS ‘76, is a
partner at Husch Blackwell in its Omaha,
Neb., office, practicing in the area of labor
and employment law.
J. Rebecca Lyman, BA ‘76, was awarded
an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree at the
commencement ceremonies for Church
Divinity School of the Pacific in Berkeley,
Calif.
Greg Powell, BS ‘76, has been appointed
by Gov. Rick Snyder to the Michigan
Residential Builders and Maintenance
Alteration Contractors Board.
Michael Betz, BS ‘77,

Roy S. Roberts, BBA ‘70, has been

appointed by Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder
as the emergency manager for Detroit
Public Schools.

Robert Koehler, BA ‘71, nationally
syndicated columnist based in Chicago, is
the author of a new book titled “Courage
Grows Strong at the Wound,” published
by Xenos Press.
John Kriekard, MA ‘71, is interim
superintendent of the Deer Valley Unified
School District in Phoenix.
Mike Laemers, BS ‘71, is the director
of engineering for WOOD/WOTV/WXSP
television stations in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Richard Njus, BS ‘71, MA ‘77,
recently discussed his book “Touching
Hearts, Educating Minds” as part of
WMU’s College of Education and Human
Development Distinguished Speaker
Series. He was an elementary school
principal for more than 30 years and is
now a consultant and motivational speaker.
Bonnie Ann Brusk, BS ‘72, is director

of youth services at Cradle Beach Camp
in Angola, N.Y.
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Betz

MA ‘87, is president
and co-owner of
ImageStream, a media
production company
that specializes in video
production, multimedia
and production of
live events, based in
Portage, Mich.

Neil Vernasco, BBA ‘77, was recently
honored at the 2011 Michigan Works!
Association Alumni Celebration. Forced to
make a mid-career change, he is now in
power plant operations with Consumers
Energy at the J.H. Campbell Unit 3 electricity
generating complex in Port Sheldon
Township, Mich.
Robert B. Zalewski, BBA ‘77, is the

supply chain manager for Kaltech Inc., a
manufacturer of tankless water heaters
based in Delton, Mich.

Robert C. Bobb, MS ‘78, former

emergency financial manager for the Detroit
Public Schools, presented a speech at WMU
titled “Transformation of the DPS—Finding
Opportunity in Crisis.”

Neil Bremer, BS ‘78, executive director of

the Arts Council of Greater Kalamazoo, spoke
at the WMU Haworth College of Business
as part of the Keystone Community Bank
Breakfast Speaker Series.

Sheldon L. Stone, BS ‘78, MA ‘79,

recently presented a talk titled “What is the
New Normal?,” as part of the WMU Haworth
College of Business Distinguished Speaker
Series. He is a partner at Amherst Partners,
which advises companies on strategy and
restructuring planning and implementation.

Elaine Wells, BS ‘78, was the featured

speaker at the meeting of the Battle Creek
Society of Artists in February. Her awardwinning works have been accepted in many
juried exhibitions on a regional and national
level. She has been an interior designer and
teacher, and currently owns and operates her
own wearable art business.

Michael S. Bogren, BA ‘79, has been re-

Joni Smith, BBA ‘83, is the finance director
for St. Joseph County in Michigan.
Amy Kendryna, BA ‘84, is the principal
at Spring Trail Elementary School in Carol
Stream, Ill.

Elementary School in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
recently received the Michigan Council for
Exceptional Children’s Teacher of the Year
Award.

Steven P. Kreider, BBA ‘80, is vice

president of private banking for Comerica
Bank. He will work with the bank’s wealth
management clients in Kalamazoo, Battle
Creek and southwest Michigan.

Ronald English, BA ‘77, will be inducted
into the Ohio Valley Conference Hall of Fame
in June. He is currently the director of the
Division I Men’s Basketball Championship
with the National Collegiate Athletic
Association in Indianapolis.

W. Bruce Benson, BA ‘83, is the

superintendent of Accomac (Va.) County
Public Schools.

He spent the next seven years at SkyWest, starting as a first
officer, then rising through the ranks to become a captain, line
check airman, flight operations supervisor and a member of
the company’s pilot-interview team. When he left SkyWest last
June to take the FedEx job, he was the person designated by
the FAA to conduct initial check rides on new captains.

Sam Cropsey, BBA ‘85, is sales manager

for Fab Masters Co., an independent
manufacturer of custom aluminum CNCmachined and fabricated parts in Marcellus,
Mich.

Kim Loftus, BS ‘85, recently earned the

Certified Fund Raising Executive designation
from CFRE International, which certifies
fundraising professionals who serve the
philanthropic sector. She is a development
director for the Borgess Foundation in
Kalamazoo.

Julie Marron-Parker, BS ‘86, is an
advanced bodyworker at SolSpring in
Kalamazoo.

Gary Goscenski, BBA ‘87, is the director

Randall R. Smith, MBA ‘87, is vice
president and business banking relationship
manager for Fifth Third Bank Western
Michigan.

Dougherty, the proud new FedEx employee, called the
opportunity to return to WMU “a fantastic experience,” and
one that allowed him to show how proud he is to have used his
WMU flight training to land a job at the world’s largest express
transportation company.

Daniel Gavlas, BBA ‘87, is a member of

the board of trustees for the Portage (Mich.)
Education Foundation. He is a certified
public accountant at Cole Gavlas.

of consulting services for Perspectives
Consulting Group in Paw Paw, Mich., a
strategic planning and market research
company that provides services for non-profit
organizations.

Todd Brighton, BBA ‘88, an enforcement

coordinator in the U.S. Department of
Justice’s Bureau of Justice Assistance,
presented a Federal Career Panel discussion
at WMU’s Lee Honors College.

Barbara Buchanan, BSW ‘89, is a

court appointed guardian for Guardian
Finance and Advocacy Services, a nonprofit
organization that assists adults with their daily
affairs, with offices in Kalamazoo and Battle
Creek, Mich.

Dana (Schimpf) Grutchfield, BBA ‘83, is

Orlando Dunson, BS ‘90, MPA ‘92,

Debra Miller, BA ‘83, MA ‘04, is executive
director of the Kalamazoo Regional
Educational Service Agency’s Education
for Employment program. Its mission is to
prepare students throughout the county for
careers of the future.

Express delegation traveling in a B727-200 freighter that was
being donated to Western Michigan University’s College of
Aviation. (See story on Page 2.)
Dougherty, hired last summer by FedEx as a B727 first officer,
was invited by FedEx Vice President James Gorman to be part
of a team charged with delivering the aircraft to its new home.
In addition to Dougherty, the group included two more Bronco
alumni who piloted the aircraft, Capt. Ron Pizarek and Second
Officer Jason Redenuis.

financial officer for Logansport (Ind.)
Memorial Hospital.

a partner in the real estate group of Quarles
& Brady LLP in its Tampa, Fla., office.

As a SkyWest employee in Chicago, and now as a Memphis,
Tenn.-based FedEx pilot, Dougherty has been active in local
alumni chapters and has worked to stay in touch with his former
classmates—especially his former Sky Bronco teammates. He’s
committed to supporting that celebrated competitive part of a
flight program that helped him build the skills he needed.

Julie Andzenge, BA ‘86, MBA ‘89, is the
community bank president for MidCountry
Bank, headquartered in Minnetonka, Minn.

Patrick Cavanaugh, BBA ‘90, is vice
president and business banking relationship
manager for Fifth Third Bank Eastern
Michigan.

Julia L. Berndt, BBA ‘83, is the chief

Jeff Dougherty, a 2002 aviation flight sciences alumnus, did
just that when he arrived on campus last fall as part of a FedEx

The former Sky Bronco and Libertyville, Ill., native began his
studies at WMU in 1999, earned his Certified Flight Instructor
status in 2001 and began instructing for the aviation college
shortly thereafter. He earned his degree in summer 2002
and began looking for his place in an industry that was still
struggling to recover from the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

Richard D. Bailey II, MBA ‘85, is senior
vice president and credit administrator for
First National Bank of Michigan.

David Barry, BS ‘87, MA ‘90, EdD ‘02, is
the new superintendent of Zeeland (Mich.)
Public Schools.

John Howk, BS ‘80, a teacher at Jefferson

It’s always nice to travel in style when you drop by to visit your
alma mater.

“The regional airline industry began to rebound around 2004,
and I was offered a job at SkyWest Airlines,” Dougherty says.

John McGovern, BS ‘79, has been
promoted to business unit manager
of industrial products for Jyco Sealing
Technologies, a manufacturer of
thermoplastic vulcanizate sealing systems in
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Jeff Corey, BBA ‘80, is vice president
of public relations for Palace Sports and
Entertainment in Auburn Hills, Mich. He will
be responsible for all public relations efforts
for the Palace, DTE Energy Music Theatre
and Meadow Brook Music Festival.

Return flight to WMU triggers Sky Bronco nostalgia for FedEx pilot

Darren M. Timmeney, BBA ‘84, is senior
vice president and community vice president
for Chase bank in Southwest Michigan.

Keith Walker, BM ‘86, MA ‘02, is the high
school band director for Zeeland (Mich.)
Public Schools.

Nickolas Vitale, BBA ‘80, is the executive
vice president and chief financial officer
for Beaumont Health System in the MetroDetroit area.

the Illinois Supreme Court as judge of the
Cook County Circuit Court. She is currently
assigned to the domestic relations division
in Chicago.

principal at the independent Sanford
Financial Services Inc. and financial advisor
with Raymond James Financial Services in
Portage, Mich., was named to Barron’s list of
“The Top 1,000 Advisors” in the country. He
ranked 16th overall in Michigan.

elected secretary and treasurer of the board
of directors of Plunkett Cooney. He manages
and practices in its Kalamazoo office.

Michael G. Brady, MBA ‘77, is vice
president and senior commercial lender in
Macatawa Bank’s corporate office in Holland,
Mich.

Mary S. Trew, BS ‘77, was appointed by

Todd A. Sanford, BBA ‘83, registered

associate director of the Atlanta Veterans
Affairs Medical Center in Decatur, Ga.,
presented a Federal Career Panel discussion
at WMU’s Lee Honors College.

Bernard (Butch) Moll, BBA ‘90, is chief

1991 - 1999
Gerald Juhnke, EdD ‘91, has written his

first novel, titled “Abducted: Dr. Wade Stone
San Antonio Stone Oak.” He is a professor
and doctoral program director in the
Department of Counseling at the University
of Texas at San Antonio.

Jean LaFever, BSM ‘91, is a physician

assistant for Lakeland Community Hospital
in Watervliet, Mich.

Anna M. Warner, BA ‘91, is the author

of a new book, titled “My Lipstick Journey
Through Cancer: A Journey of Faith and
Finding the Right Shade,” published by
AuthorHouse.

Joseph A. Wortman, BBA ‘91, president

of Detroit Radiant Products Co., based
in Warren, Mich., is a member of Vistage
Michigan, a chapter of the world’s leading
chief executive organization, providing access
to new business perspectives, innovative
strategies and actionable items.

Julie Camp, BS ‘92, was elected to serve

on the Kellogg Community College board of
trustees. Her six-year term began July 1.

Bonnie Jo Campbell, BA ‘92, MA ‘95,
MFA ‘98, has written a new novel titled
“Once Upon a River,” published by W.W.
Norton & Company.

James McManus, MA ‘92, is the planning

director for Barry County, Mich.

“WMU could not have prepared me better for a challenging
industry,” Dougherty notes. “I had the opportunity to go
through the college’s B737 simulator program when it was
being tailored for the U.S. pilot option. That 737 sim has since
been replaced by a CRJ Flight Training Device, which I think
could be extremely valuable to students. Having any type of jet
experience to fall back on is priceless.”
Knowing that the college now has access to the FedEx B727
to help train current students and reach out to attract new
students is especially gratifying, Dougherty notes.
“I loved seeing how excited students were to see this aircraft
arrive,” he says. “It was a thrill to be on board and answer their
questions as they began to explore and check out the ride.”
Gerard LaFemina, MFA ‘93, an assistant

Robert C. Gleason, BSE ‘95, is senior

Nancy Percival, MA ‘93, has been

Catherine A. Salome, BBA ‘95, is a
procurement operations buyer for Perrigo
Co. in Allegan, Mich.

John Bursch, BM ‘94, a partner with the

Michelle Mailhot, BM ‘96, is a
member of the a capella group Vox Audio.
They performed at the 31st annual Gold
Company Invitational Vocal Jazz Festival
at WMU in March.

professor of English at Frostberg (Md.) State
University, received the Regents’ Faculty
Award for Public Service from the University
System of Maryland Board of Regents.

appointed to the board of trustees for Glen
Oaks Community College in Centreville, Mich.

law firm of Warner Norcross & Judd LLP, has
been named Michigan Solicitor General.

Bradley Wardell, BSE ‘94, is president

and chief executive officer of Stardock, a
software and game development company
based in Plymouth, Mich.

James D. Farrell, MPA ‘95, is a managing

director in the advisory practice for KPMG
LLP, the U.S. audit, tax and advisory firm, in
its Detroit office.

vice president of program management
for Capstone Turbine Corp., a producer
of low-emission microturbine systems in
Chatsworth, Calif.

Teri Morante, BS ‘96, is a senior deputy
commissioner for the Michigan Office of
Financial and Insurance Regulation. She
oversees the consumer services, licensing
and product review policy divisions.

financial officer for Two Men and a Truck, a
regional moving company.
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classnotes
classnotes
Janna Muller, BS ‘96, MS ‘06, is a
quality assurance manager at Perrigo Co.
in Allegan, Mich.
Shawn Eyestone, BA ‘97, has created
an incentive program called Eye on the
Community, which encourages clients of
his law firm, Eyestone Law Office, PLC,
to make charitable donations to selected
charities in West Michigan.
Juli K. Liebler, MPA ‘97, is the chief of

police for East Lansing, Mich.

Adam Park, BSW ‘97, is a trained police
dog handler for the East Lansing (Mich.)
Police Department.

Ryan Powers, BBA ‘97, MBA ‘04, is
vice president of finance and system
services for Spectrum Health Zeeland
(Mich.) Community Hospital.

Ronald Leversee,

BS ‘98, MS ‘09,
is the liquid value
stream production
supervisor for
Perrigo Co. in
Allegan, Mich.

Leversee

Kathy
Mirakovits, MS

‘98, a teacher at
Portage (Mich.) Northern High School,
has won the 2011 Distinguished Service
to Physics Education Award from the
Michigan Section of the American
Association of Physics Teachers.

Derrick Quintanilla, BA ‘98, is an

information technology technician for
CSM Group, a construction management
firm in Kalamazoo.

Rebecca M. Turner, BBA ‘98, is a

Anthony M.T. Majewski, BS ‘00, has

written his second children’s book, titled
“Dogs Work Too! From Max’s Point of View,”
a story about Leader Dogs for the Blind,
published by BookSurge Publishing. A song,
“Look at Me Now,” has also been released.

Dylan Miner, BA ‘00, is one of the artists

whose work was exhibited at the New
Harmony Gallery of Contemporary Art in
Indiana. The exhibit was titled “East/West: A
Global Look at Capitalism.” He is an assistant
professor of transcultural studies at Michigan
State University.

Lynden Johncock, BBA ‘01, is a trade
promotion manager in the sales department
for Perrigo Co. in Allegan, Mich.
Kevin Knutson, MA ‘01, director of

academic advising in the College of Arts and
Sciences at WMU, has been selected as an
Outstanding Advising Award Winner in the
Academic Advising Administrator category
from the National Academic Advising
Association as part of the 2011 Annual
Awards Program for Academic Advising.

Jason Lamoreaux, MA ‘01, won the
designation Michigan Auctioneer Champion
at the 60th anniversary Conference of the
Michigan State Auctioneers Association. He
owns Lamoreaux Auction and Appraisal LLC
in Belding, Mich.
manager at Biggs Gilmore, an advertising
agency based in Kalamazoo.

Forensic Fluids Laboratories, a salivabased drug testing laboratory in
Kalamazoo, as a member of the sales
team.

redevelopment manager of the RACER Trust,
a not-for-profit organization that was created
by a U.S. Bankruptcy Court to clean up and
position for redevelopment 89 industrial
plants and other properties owned by
General Motors before its 2009 bankruptcy.

Dari Craven Bargy, BA ‘99, was
recently elected a principal of the law firm
Miller Canfield in its Kalamazoo office.

Amber Briggs, BA ‘03, is press secretary
for Michigan Senate Majority Leader Randy
Richardville (R-Monroe).

Andrew Kozlowski, MS ‘99, PhD

Trevor Davidson, BA ‘03, is the eighth-

original songs for the soundtrack of the
animated movie “Hoodwinked Too.”

Carla (Anderson) Wardin, BA ‘99,

is the author of a new book titled “Every
Other Twin Book is Wrong: 15 Tips on
Twin Pregnancy, Infancy, and Toddler
Times,” published by lulu.com.

Derek Wissner, MSW ‘99, is co-owner
of Memories Bridal and Evening Wear in
Kalamazoo.

2000 - Present
Cory Cunningham, BS ‘00, MA ‘08,
is the varsity football coach for the South
Haven (Mich.) Rams at L.C. Mohr High
School.
Chuck Hozer, BBA ‘00, associate

manager for Stryker Instruments in
Kalamazoo, has been recognized as
the Young Professional Leader of the
Year award recipient by the Kalamazoo
Regional Chamber of Commerce.
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Jessica Butcher, BS ‘05, a registered
dietician, is a health coach for HelloLife
LLC, an applied life science and technology
company specializing in health and wellness
that is headquartered in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Megan Buwalda, BBA ‘08, was elected

relations manager at Frederik Meijer Gardens
and Sculpture Park in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Brian Lueth, BBA ‘05, is an associate for

of a new book titled “My Marquette: Explore
the Queen City of the North––Its History,
People, and Places,” a history and tour book
about Marquette, Mich., published by Back
Channel Press.

Bruce Rasher, MBA ‘02, is the

Daniel Myers, BM ‘99, wrote four

Nancy Burk, MA ‘08, has been named the

Tyler R. Tichelaar, PhD ‘00, is the author

Paul Blair, BA ‘99, co-produced Lady

‘04, is a research scientist and glacial
geologist for the New York State Museum.

Katie Porath, BA ‘04, is the sponsorship

Jeorge Fierro, MA ‘05, has been appointed

of a new novel, titled “You Were There,”
published by AuthorHouse.

Devon Wilson, BBA ‘01, is a project

Gaga’s recent song “Born This Way.”

Logan Thomas, BM ‘07, is a member of

of two plays produced by the Purple Rose
Theatre in Chelsea, Mich. He played a role in
the latest, “Corktown.”

Rajah E. Smart, BA ‘00, is the author

shareholder at Maddin, Hauser, Wartel,
Roth & Heller P.C., a law firm based in
Southfield, Mich.

Todd Brodie, BS ‘99, has joined

Michael Ogden, BA ‘04, is the author

grade head football coach and a first-year
teacher for Mill Creek Middle School in
Dexter, Mich.

Jessica Edel, BS ‘03, MA ‘07, is the

by Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder to the
Hispanic/Latino Commission.

Plante & Moran PLLC, an accounting and
financial firm, in its Portage, Mich., office.

David Scheff, MBA ‘05, is plant manager
for Eaton Corporation’s Aerospace Group in
Jackson, Miss.

Phillip Shane, BA ‘05, is a quality control
manager for Business Intelligence Associates
in its Portage, Mich., office. He is a licensed
attorney in the company’s legal review
and strategic legal services division, which
focuses on electronic discovery management
and legal review for lawsuits.
Alicia Swaim, BA ‘05, is a marketing
coordinator on the business development
and marketing team for CSM Group, a
construction management firm in Kalamazoo.
Zak Walsh, BA ‘05, is a senior account

manager for Tanner Friedman Strategic
Communications, a public relations firm in
Farmington Hills, Mich.

David Alpert, BA ‘06, is assistant director

of the play “White Noise,” which debuted in
Chicago and ran through May 15.

Katie Carpenter,

BS ‘06, MSW ‘09, has
joined Community
Healing Centers in
Kalamazoo as an infant
mental health specialist.

Brennen J. Duncan,

BSE ‘06, recently
earned licensure as a
professional engineer
from the state of Michigan. He works at
Merritt Engineering Inc. in Stevensville, Mich.

Carpenter

Bridget (Billian) Johnson, BA ‘06, is the
manager of commercial new business sales
for HealthPlus of Michigan, a not-for-profit
health maintenance organization. Johnson
will be working in its Troy and Flint offices.

the New York City-based jazz quintet Manner
Effect, which released its debut album,
“Abundance.”
new principal for Zeeland’s (Mich.) Adams
Elementary School scheduled to open in the
fall of 2012. She is currently the principal of
Zeeland’s Early Childhood Center.

vice chair of the Southwest Michigan
6th Congressional District Republican
Committee.

Ashley Choker, BA ‘08, is a youth program
coordinator for Planned Parenthood of
Southwest Michigan in Battle Creek, Mich.
Michael Doyle, BA ‘08, performed at a

June benefit concert for Marshall READS!,
presented by the Marshall (Mich.) District
Library. Doyle plays jazz saxophone.

Tim Hiller, BBA ‘08, is the new football

coach at Gull Lake High School in Richland,
Mich.

Beau Hutchings, BFA ‘08, played the tin
man in the touring production of “The Wizard
of Oz.” The play was at the Macomb Center
for the Performing Arts in March.
Chris Praedel, BBA ‘08, is a membership
representative for the Kalamazoo Regional
Chamber of Commerce.

Adam Schumaker, MM ‘08, is director of

educational activities for The Gilmore, a nonprofit organization that fosters and supports
keyboard music and artistry and is based in
Kalamazoo.

Michael Sofo, BBA ‘08, MSA ‘10, is a staff
accountant for Cole Gavlas PC, a business
advisory firm based in Portage, Mich.

Ryan Denny, BBA ‘09, MSA ‘10, is a tax

specialist for Seber Tans PLC, an accounting
firm in Kalamazoo.

Casey (Tom) Irelan, BS ‘09, is
the co-owner of Envolve Clothing, an
environmentally friendly clothing company in
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Erin Walker, MA ‘09, is a home-based
therapist for Community Healing Centers,
which provides addiction and mental
health treatment, prevention services, and
specialized services to children in Kalamazoo.
Victoria Cane, PhD ‘10, is a therapist for
Child and Family Psychological Services in
Kalamazoo.

Jonathan R. Chong, BBA ‘10, is the co-

owner of a new online provider of cases and
sleeves for personal communication devices.

executive director of SIREN/Eaton Shelter,
which serves survivors of domestic violence
and homeless families in Eaton (Mich.)
County.

Robert Kershner, BA ‘06, lieutenant junior
grade in the U.S. Navy, was awarded the
“Goldwings” of U.S. Naval Aviation in March
at the Naval Air Station in Meridian, Miss.

Stephani Croad, MS ‘10, is a strength

Jake Herman, BBA ‘03, is the national
sales manager for McKeon Products Inc.,
a manufacturer of full-range earplugs in
Warren, Mich.

Patrick “PJ” Roberts, BM ‘06, is a
member of the New York City-based jazz
quintet Manner Effect, which released its
debut album, “Abundance.”

David McKay, BBA ‘03, MBA ‘10, is a

Megan Hicks, BBA ‘10, is a constituent
service representative for U.S. Rep. Fred
Upton in his Benton Harbor - St. Joseph
district office.

Erik Rydman, BSE ‘06, is an electrical

sales associate in the Kalamazoo office
of Callander Commercial, a provider of
commercial real estate services.

Stefanie Porolniczak, BS ‘03, has been

promoted to vice president of new media for
Outback Concerts of Tennessee.

Ric Bondy, MBA ‘04, vice president of loan
services at Educational Community Credit
Union in Kalamazoo, received the 2011
James E. Fetterolf Distinguished Service
Award at ECCU’s annual meeting in March.

Paul Jones, BBA ‘04, is a marketing

coordinator for Battle Creek Unlimited in its
Battle Creek Downtown Partnership office.

engineer for Byce & Associates Inc., an
engineering consulting firm in Kalamazoo.

Abbie VanDerWege, MA ‘06, is a therapist

for Child and Family Psychological Services
in Kalamazoo.

Frankie Ballard, BA ‘07, country singer

and songwriter, opened for Bob Seger on his
recent tour. His self-titled debut album was
released in May.

Royce Dickerson, BA ‘07, is an associate
producer for ESPN’s “Baseball Tonight.”

Gerald Givens, BA ‘07, is the author of a

new book titled “Eyes in Atlantis,” published
by Ampheres Press.

and conditioning intern for the Ohio State
University football team.

Stories behind Michigan’s history told by three-degree alum
From prehistoric Native American traditions to local efforts
to keep sailors afloat during World War II, noted Michigan
historian and
Western Michigan
University
graduate Larry
B. Massie has a
passion for his
beloved state’s
rich and colorful
history.
He has authored
20 popular
Michigan history
books, including
one that traces
his alma mater’s
first 100
years, “Brown
and Golden
Memories,” and lectures to audiences across both peninsulas.
His work also won him state and local recognition in 2007 as
the recipient of the first Lifetime Achievement Award by the
Historical Society of Michigan.
“Writing is the hardest thing I do,” says Massie who despite the
availability of computers still feels compelled to scratch out his first
draft in long hand on a legal pad. “Staring at that blank page can be
really hard because I want to write so people want to read it.”
His latest book, “Two Tracks to Michigan’s Past,” appeared in
2009. It includes such human-interest topics as Michigan’s first
Christmas celebration in 1679, Mackinac Island in the heyday
of the fur trade, Underground Railroad conductors, Civil War
heroes, and an array of strange but true Michigan characters
including those who talked to the dead, read the bumps on
people’s heads and rode the rails across the state.

Deborah Nagy Gough, BS 1972, MA 1975

Carl L. Awe, BBA 1960

Leroy C. Gough, BBA 1973

James M. Barnett, MS 1983

Kathryn I. Gregorits-Bregman, BBA 1971

Beth A. Berry, BBA 2005

Douglas J. Iverson, MBA 1975

Twisted Castle, an Ann Arbor, Mich. company
specializing in Android applications,
including RanDinger, which delivers random
ringtones based on certain criteria.

S.F. Blanchard, BBA 1966

Mary Jo Iverson, BA 1973, MA 1980

Melanie A. Bolhuis, BS 1982

Aimee J. Jachym, BA 2004

Angela L. Bursch, BA 1994

Tiffany Esther Marie Jackson, BBA 1999

Emily McConnell, BBA ‘10, was among
the top 10 finalists in the Miss Michigan
competition held in June.

John Joseph Bursch, BM 1994

Deonna L. Koning, BBA 1988

John T. Cakmakci, BS 1982, MPA 1985

Guk Keong Low, BBA 1999

Garnett N. Carr, BBA 1980

Frances S. Mallory, BS 1978

Chee Meng Cheng, BBA 1999

James A. Mallory, BBA 1977

Joann Dehring, BA 1969, MA 1984

Kenneth W. Marter, BBA 1992

Thomas A. Duemling, BBA 1983

Andrew William McKellar, BBA 1999,
MBA 2005

Daniel Swain, MSE ‘10, is a mechanical

engineer for Byce & Associates Inc., an
engineering consulting firm in Kalamazoo.

Jenna Rowekamp, BBA ‘11, has joined
SolSpring at Kalamazoo Center for the
Healing Arts as a bookkeeper.

Besides being an author, he is also an antiquarian book
appraiser, designer of museum exhibits, publisher, researcher,
a presenter/storyteller to hundreds of schools and conferences,
a teacher and volunteer.
Born in Grand Rapids, Massie grew up in Allegan, where he
now lives with his wife Priscilla and daughters Maureen and
Autumn in a restored 1880s school house. The home also
served as their library until their personal collection of more
than 40,000 historical volumes grew so large that he began
leasing a separate library and office nearby.
Massie served in the U.S. Army in Vietnam as a paratrooper,
and played college football for Illinois State University prior
to attending WMU. He earned his bachelor’s degree in
1972, master’s degree in 1974 and specialist in arts degree
in 1977. Massie worked for eight years in WMU’s archives
before launching his own business in 1983.
He always works as a team with his wife. The couple
co-authored an award-winning cookbook on Michigan’s
culinary heritage, “Walnut Pickles & Watermelon Cake:
A Century of Michigan Cookery.” They say their lifelong
zeal has been to “spread the gospel of Michigan’s colorful
past” through their varied activities.
“I’ve resisted writing about my own family history,” Massie
says, noting his family’s Scottish roots. “I tend to think about
something that happened in my lifetime as not history, but as
I grow older that’s becoming harder and harder.”
Current projects include producing a book celebrating
the 125th Anniversary of Borgess Hospital, compiling oral
history sources about John E. Fetzer’s lifelong spiritual quest
and writing diverse articles for each issue of Encore Magazine
available at Miller Auditorium performances.

Alumni Association New Life Members
Arthur E. Auer, BA 1964

Bryan Kelly, BS ‘10, is the co-founder of

“When I write articles, I try to make them timely, such as
looking at Native American gambling as part of the culture
since the 1600s and the issues with casinos today,” Massie says.

Lori L. Earls, MA 2004
Garland A. Gerard, BS 1984

Sarah McKellar, BBA 2004

Jeffery D. Montgomery, BS 1981,
MA 1983, EdS 1983
Johnathan M. Morton, BA 1998
Arlene L. Nelson-Donders, MA 2006
Timothy Nendorf, BBA 2006
Laura A. Newhouse, BS 1985
Russell D. Newhouse, BS 1983, MS 1986
Elizabeth Ann Nichols, BA 1959
John A. Offerdahl, BS 1990
Shannon M. O’Toole, MA 1997
Mark P. Pacchini, BBA 1979
Barbara J. Parish, BS 1968
John Rickson, BBA 2007, MBA 2009
Stacy Rothrock, BS 1981, MS 1984
Brad T. Sackett, BBA 1985
Ronald G. Schafer, BS 1983

R. Lee Schoenherr, BA 1957
Peter Wayne Silveri, BS 1973
Todd D. Stebbins, BS 1987
Konstantinos Stylianopoulos, BS 1988
Dennis Allen Swan, BA 1969
Jo A. Taulbee, BBA 1998
William C. Taulbee II, BBA 1998
Lisa A. Telder, BBA 1983
Richard F. Telder, BS 1982
Jason Simon Hendrik Ter Avest, BBA 2009
Christine Tronge, BA 1991, MSW 1995
Rick A. Utting, BS 1988, MS 2000
Steve A. VanHeck, BBA 1985
Charles C. Zhang, MA 1991
Lynn Chen-Zhang, MSA 1991
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obituaries
obits
Stanley J. Besbris, BA ‘38, May 20,
2011, in Kalamazoo

Elizabeth L. (Bolln) Drolet, BS ‘49,
March 22, 2011, in Douglas, WY

Robert H. Genetti, BS ‘54, MA ‘56, June

Roberta (Spotser) Cheney, BA ‘61, MA
‘62, July 3, 2011, in Kalamazoo

Feb. 11, 2011, in Fenton, MI

Ypsilanti, MI

Saginaw, MI

Kurt S. Behm, BA ‘77, Feb. 15, 2011, in

Ruth A. (Bailey) Chivis, BSW ‘89,

Alice L. (Emmons) Van Alstyne, BA

Russell E. Fruin, TC ‘49, April 1, 2011, in
Battle Creek, MI

Barbara J. Roberts, BS ‘54, Jan. 23,

2011, in Richland, MI

Diane I. Hodock, BA ‘61, Feb. 9, 2011,

in Chicago

Larry J. DeGoffau, BS ‘66, MA ‘68, June

Thomas E. Conrad, BA ‘71, Jan. 4, 2011,
in Edwardsburg, MI

Randol J. Davis, BSM ‘77, Feb. 2, 2011,

in Irving, TX

Dorothy M. Markusse, BA ‘89, June

Edith (Rich) Boyer, BS ‘39, March 22,

Frank Gilman, BA ‘49, July 11, 2011, in

Dale A. McAllister, BS ‘55, April 14,

Gordon E. Marcinkoske, BBA ‘61, Feb.

James W. Goss, BBA ‘66, Jan. 6, 2011, in
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI

Karen A. (Boike) Domenichini, BA ‘71,

May 20, 2011, in Blue Water, MI

Steven C. Metzger, BS ‘77, June 7, 2011,

in Coloma, MI

Joni L. Starkey, MBA ‘89, April 9,

Glen C. Craney, BS ‘39, TC ‘39, Feb.

Phyllis J. Glines, BS ‘49, Feb. 1, 2011, in

Mancelyn L. Howard, BS ‘56, Feb. 2,

Peter M. Parker, BS ‘61, June 15, 2011,

George W. Kording, MA ‘66, Feb. 23,

Carole J. Hague, BA ‘71, MA ‘77, March

Mildred (Howe) Pritchard, MLS ‘77,

Thomas D. Scallen, BA ‘90, Jan. 5,
Minnie L. Spiller, BS ‘90, Feb. 12,

‘38, Feb. 24, 2011, in Grand Rapids, MI

2011, in Tawas City, MI

South Haven, MI

24, 2011, in Ironwood, MI

2011, in Traverse City, MI

9, 2011, in Clinton Township, MI

Barbara (Morrish) Burroughs, BA ‘66,
21, 2011, in Portage, MI

Feb. 23, 2011, in Athens, MI

3, 2011, in Kalamazoo

2011, in Grand Haven, MI

11, 2011, in Cannelburg, IN

Holland, MI

2011, in Phoenix

in Dana Point, CA

16, 2011, in Boyne City, MI

Feb. 3, 2011, in Kalamazoo

Alta J. (Francoise) Forward, BS ‘39,
June 27, 2011, in Asheville, NC

Kenneth R. Beardslee, BS ‘50, Jan. 24,

2011, in Spring Arbor, MI

Wesley R. Knapper, BBA ‘56, May 22,
2011, in Traverse City, MI

Robert E. Lorentz, BS ‘62, March 22,

2011, in Adrian, MI

Jung K. Lee, MA ‘66, March 22, 2011, in

William R. Jacob, BS ‘71, Feb. 23, 2011,

Ilona M. (Rontskevits) Bikfalvy, MA
‘78, Jan. 24, 2011, in Lutz, FL

2011, in Grand Rapids, MI

Mabel M. Parker, BS ‘39, Jan. 18,

2011, in Raleigh, NC

Russell L. Bearss, BS ‘50, Jan. 14, 2011,

in Vermillon, OH

Lorna J. (Hays) Montgomery, BS ‘56, TC
‘61, May 26, 2011, in Bradenton, FL

Ivan L. Smith, MA ‘62, June 29, 2011, in

Portage, MI

Richard H. Wilhelm, BS ‘66, July 1,

James P. Kirker, BBA ‘71, March 4, 2011,

Susan E. Creed, BA ‘78, March 24, 2011,

Daniel L. VanDyke, BS ‘90, Feb. 4,

Gail G. Russell, BS ‘39, April 3, 2011,

Dorothy W. (Warren) Benson, BS ‘50,
April 15, 2011, in Cadillac, MI

Roland B. Schwab, BS ‘56, Jan. 12,

2011, in Ann Arbor, MI

Judie L. Strouf, MA ‘62, April 10, 2011, in
Sun City West, AZ

Linda J. (Joyce) Beck, BS ‘67, May 22,

2011, in Greenacres, WA

Thomas E. Porter, MA ‘65, MA ‘71, June

Martin A. Quayle, MBA ‘79, June 10,
2011, in Harrisburg, NC

Katherine J. Dahlberg, BS ‘91, MPA

‘95, June 26, 2011, in Okemos, MI

James F. Cooper, BA ‘40, Jan. 17,

Robert L. Cody, BS ‘50, April 29, 2011, in

Edwin M. Strong, BBA ‘56, March 12,
2011, in Willoughby, OH

Thomas E. VanKoevering, BS ‘62, PhD ‘69,
April 25, 2011, in Manitowoc, WI

Robert E. Belland, BS ‘67, March 28,
2011, in Bradenton, FL

Glenn A. Vos, BA ‘71, MLS ‘72, June 7,

2011, in Grand Rapids, MI

Walter H. Breyer, BBA ‘80, May 2, 2011,

in Kalamazoo

Shawn M. (Trout) Rogers, BS ‘91,

Helen E. (Smith) McKetta, BA ‘41,

Stanley R. DeRight, BS ‘50, April 7, 2011,

Maxine E. Barnhard, BS ‘57, MA ‘61,

Myrtle (Boerman) Yonker, BS ‘62, June

Bruce P. Garland, MA ‘67, April 10, 2011,
in Suttons Bay, MI

Mary H. (Witcher) Wilson, BA ‘71, MA

‘76, Feb. 9, 2011, in Kalamazoo

Nancy A. (Alverson) Gaulke, BBA ‘80,

March 16, 2011, in Stamford, CT

Thomas C. Roland, MBA ‘92, Jan. 16,

Robert L. Goodwin, BS ‘67, March 12,

Eddie F. Wisniewski, BBA ‘71, April 25,
2011, in Livonia, MI

Caroline E. Graham, BSW ‘80, March 5,

2011, in Covert, MI

Jennifer L. (Woodard) Schons,

Charles F. Cohagen, MSW ‘72, July 6,

Doris M. Greenfield, BS ‘80, March 14,

Melissa S. (Porte) VanderLugt,

in Dowagiac, MI

2011, in Coventry, CT

Mechanicsburg, PA

2011, in Jacksonville, IL

James C. Bryant, BA ‘71, June 7, 2011, in

Corona, CA

2011, in Plover, WI

Feb. 4, 2011, in Austin, TX

in Portage, MI

Jan. 13, 2011, in Fremont, MI

15, 2011, in Holland, MI

Gerrit H. Stukkie, BS ‘41, Jan. 13,

Katherine J. (Oberdorfer) Hamilton, BA

Alvin Koning, MA ‘57, June 24, 2011, in

Karen L. (Johnson) Black, BS ‘63, Jan.

Wilmar, MN

8, 2011, in Dearborn Heights, MI

2011, in Coldwater, MI

John Olech, BS ‘57, April 1, 2011, in

Jacqueline Butcher, BBA ‘63, April 3,

Kyle E. Haselden, MA ‘67, June 19, 2011,

2011, in Coarsegold, CA

‘50, March 29, 2011, in Iron River, MI

in Traverse City, MI
in Lansing, MI

26, 2011, in Baroda, MI

in Battle Creek, MI

Delphine J. (Cooper) Devor, BS ‘42,

Lloyd C. Hartman, BS ‘50, MA ‘57, EDS
‘73, Jan. 21, 2011, in Carlisle, PA

Kalamazoo

2011, in South Haven, MI

in Bay City, MI

2011, in Portage, MI

2011, in Hastings, MI

Elaine I. O’Dell, BS ‘42, Jan. 11, 2011,

Edward J. Masterka, BS ‘50, MA ‘56,

Gordon G. Formsma, BM ‘63, MA ‘70, MA

March 26, 2011, in Grand Rapids, MI

Rhea J. (Houk) Polson, BS ‘57, Feb. 22,

2011, in Saginaw, MI

‘86, April 28, 2011, in Pensacola, FL

James L. Schueler, BBA ‘68, Jan. 27,
2011, in Sylvania, OH

Alice M. Fugere, BS ‘72, June 27, 2011,

in Ludington, MI

Mark E. Holka, BBA ‘80, April 2, 2011, in

Ernest F. Bonjour, BS ‘43, April 6,

Robert A. Palmatier, BA ‘50, MA ‘55,

Edward C. Salisbury, BS ‘57, May 17,

Joy Hunt, BA ‘63, Feb. 3, 2011, in White

Anne M. Spreitzer, BS ‘67, July 3, 2011,

Jack E. Hughes, BBA ‘72, May 13, 2011,
in Michigan City, IN

Debora R. Kozal, BM ‘80, May 29, 2011,

in Kalamazoo

Thomas R. Visser, MLS ‘72, July 4, 2011,

Alice M. (Watkins) Mouw, BA ‘80,

June 18, 2011, in Jackson, MI
in Bristol, WI

2011, in Kalamazoo

April 29, 2011, in Portage, MI

2011, in Mt. Clemens, MI

Pigeon, MI

in Allegan, MI

Elizabeth A. Gutsell, BS ‘43, April 13,

Eugene N. Powlison, BA ‘50, June 4,

Jean L. (Lucas) Smith, BS ‘57, April 11,

David S. Koeze, MA ‘63, June 29, 2011,

2011, in Waterford, MI

in Grand Rapids, MI

William D. Thompson, BBA ‘67, May 5,

2011, in Holland, MI

Grace A. (Becker) Arnold, BA ‘44,

2011, in Fenton, MI

Allen R. Lewis, MA ‘63, June 6, 2011, in

2011, in Jacksonville, FL

Clarence Ekema, BS ‘68, June 28, 2011,

in Grand Rapids, MI

Englewood, CO

March 29, 2011, in Wyoming, MI

May 19, 2011, in Kalamazoo

2011, in Jackson, MI

Robert L. Richards, BS ‘50, Feb. 24,

Gerald E. Bradford, BBA ‘58, April 12,
2011, in Three Rivers, MI

Maumee, OH

in Holland, MI

in Cincinnati, OH

Albert G. Brooks, BS ‘73, June 10, 2011,

Laura B. VanderWall, BBA ‘80, Feb. 18,
2011, in Grand Rapids, MI

Davada E. (Schilling) Blalock, BS

Lee G. Schwenk, BA ‘50, Jan. 30, 2011,

Joann L. (Stollsteimer) Crook, BS ‘58,

Lee A. Teagan, BA ‘63, Feb. 13, 2011, in

William D. Hamelink, MBA ‘68, April 12,
2011, in Jackson, MI

Janet G. Greenhoe, MA ‘73, March 26,

2011, in Schoolcraft, MI

John R. Groh, BS ‘81, Jan. 19, 2011, in

Louise Jackson, BA ‘68, June 26, 2011,

Robert C. Hill, BBA ‘73, Jan. 1, 2011, in

Paul Todd, MPA ‘81, Feb. 27, 2011, in

2011, in Holt, MI

2011, in Benton Harbor, MI

Feb. 15, 2011, in Grand Blanc, MI
2011, in Battle Creek, MI

BSEIND ‘95, Jan. 14, 2011, in Novi, MI

MBA ‘00, Feb. 28, 2011, in Grand
Rapids, MI

Kevin L. Clock, BA ‘01, Feb. 4, 2011,

in Otsego, MI

David T. Holmen, MPA ‘01, March 11,
2011, in Muskegon, MI

Brian J. Panter, BA ‘01, June 7, 2011,

in Grand Ledge, MI

Robbie J. Krutilla, BA ‘08, Feb. 5,
2011, in Summit Argo, IL

‘44, June 15, 2011, in Kalamazoo

in Portage, MI

June 29, 2011, in Deming, NM

Auburn Hills, MI

Betty L. (Rynbrand) Steinke, BS ‘45,

John P. Dunn, BA ‘51, Feb. 6, 2011, in

Joann L. Maurer, BA ‘58, Jan. 6, 2011, in

John M. Carroll, BBA ‘64, Jan. 1, 2011, in

Frederick, MD

Traverse City, MI

in West Olive, MI

Bradenton, FL

Anchorage, AK

Lois E. (Lawson) Walsh, BS ‘45, Feb.

Lucille B. (Becker) Hulse, TC ‘51, Feb.

Raymond M. McNally, BS ‘58, May 29,

David H. Cherry, BS ‘64, March 26, 2011,
in Bradenton, FL

Norman Kafka, BM ‘68, Feb. 8, 2011, in

Lauderhill, FL

Joan D. Holt, MSW ‘73, May 25, 2011, in

Donald G. Mesaeh, BS ‘82, Jan. 23,

James T. Deregnaucourt, BBA ‘64, April

Ronald Katsma, MA ‘68, April 22, 2011,
in Plainwell, MI

Barbara L. Jensen, BS ‘73, March 31,
2011, in Santa Barbara, CA

Marta A. Rose, BA ‘82, MLS ‘83, April 10,
2011, in Mundelein, IL

Mildred M. Lambe, BA ‘68, MA ‘73,

Steven M. Koning, BA ‘73, MA ‘75, April

Catherine M. Chimo, BSM ‘83, May 7,

John Chateauneuf, associate professor

Douglas A. Doorn, BBA ‘83, Jan. 21,

Rollin G. Douma, associate professor

Joseph S. Ellin, professor emeritus of
philosophy, Feb. 4, 2011, in Kalamazoo

Jan. 19, 2011, in Charlottesville, VA

10, 2011, in Portland, OR

Irene M. (Imperi) Geglio, BA ‘46,

Kalamazoo

28, 2011, in Summit, NJ

Janet B. Minor, BS ‘51, April 6, 2011, in

June 11, 2011, in Grand Rapids, MI

Kalamazoo

Marjorie M. Sorensen, BA ‘46, June
16, 2011, in Saugatuck, MI

11, 2011, in Detroit

David E. Robinson, BS ‘51, TC ‘51, April

2011, in Davison, MI

Carl B. Montgomery, BBA ‘58, May 18,

2011, in Bradenton, FL

Marvin D. Morris, BA ‘58, April 11, 2011,

7, 2011, in Rockford, MI

David D. Eurich, BS ‘64, June 26, 2011,

in Costa Mesa, CA

in Saginaw, MI

Richard K. Hawkins, BS ‘47, April 8,
2011, in Fort Wayne, IN

Elton G. Burris, BS ‘52, MA ‘57, March 8,
2011, in Augusta, MI

John Rumohr, BA ‘58, July 4, 2011, in

Mary Fetterley-Parsons, BS ‘64, Jan. 7,

Muskegon, MI

2011, in White Cloud, MI

Robert D. Loutzenhiser, BS ‘47, TC

Alfred L. Cortright, TC ‘50, BA ‘52, July 7,

Albert J. Russell, BA ‘58, May 31, 2011,

Ruth I. (Mund) Kowalski, BS ‘64, Jan.

in Grand Rapids, MI

26, 2011, in Whitehall, MI

Leah P. (Brenner) Schwartz, BS ‘47,

John R. Kaatz, BA ‘52, March 10, 2011, in

‘48, May 14, 2011, in Villisca, IA

July 3, 2011, in Adrian, MI

2011, in Allegan, MI
Alpharetta, GA

Kenneth L. Thurston, BA ‘58, July 9,

K. L. Larzelere, MA ‘64, April 15, 2011, in

2011, in Scottville, MI

Bradenton, FL

March 14, 2011, in Kalamazoo

Indianapolis, IN

8, 2011, in Falls Church, VA

Galesburg, MI

2011, in Howell, MI

2011, in Alma, MI

J. K. White, BA ‘68, Feb. 20, 2011, in
Sidney, British Columbia

John T. Geiger, BS ‘74, March 12, 2011,
in Spring Green, WI

Cinda Dorrance, BM ‘69, MA ‘76, June

Joseph L. Simmons, BBA ‘74, April 30,
2011, in Kalamazoo

William J. Strough, MPA ‘83, Jan. 1,
2011, in Battle Creek, MI

Charles W. Ford, BA ‘69, MA ‘77, Feb. 11,
2011, in Portage, MI

Coldwater, MI

Robert K. Smith, BS ‘74, Feb. 19, 2011, in

Phyllis A. (Millard) Czap, BS ‘84, April

26, 2011, in Vicksburg, MI

2011, in Kalamazoo

12, 2011, in Ludington, MI

Faculty
Donald E. Boven, associate
professor of health, physical education
and recreation, March 10, 2011, in
Kalamazoo
of chemistry, June 17, 2011, in Kalamazoo

emeritus of English, March 12, 2011, in
Kalamazoo

Nora H. Faires, professor emeritus of
history, Feb. 6, 2011, in Ann Arbor, MI

Rudolph A. Chalupa, AAM ‘48, June
1, 2011, in Batavia, IL

Cruz A. Mattei, BS ‘52, MA ‘57, March 27,
2011, in Denton, TX

Janet C. Wilson, BS ‘58, Feb. 14, 2011,

Leona C. Renucci, BA ‘64, May 5, 2011,

in Tampa, FL

in Fort Smith, AR

Akron, OH

Helen Glaser, BA ‘69, April 2, 2011, in

David Hunt, MA ‘75, March 19, 2011, in
Ludington, MI

David G. Munn, BS ‘84, April 5, 2011, in

Howard F. Kendrick, BS ‘48, Feb. 11,

Roger McGlynn, BS ‘52, April 13, 2011, in

Edward T. Byrne, BBA ‘59, Jan. 25, 2011,

Donald L. Rumery, BA ‘64, Feb. 17, 2011,

in Kirkland, WA

in Paw Paw, MI

Marilyn T. (Hein) Rea, BS ‘69, Jan. 10,

2011, in Las Cruces, NM

William C. Jackson, BBA ‘75, Jan. 18,

2011, in Grand Rapids, MI

June M. Parker, BS ‘84, April 12, 2011,

in Kalamazoo

Edward M. Moschioni, BS ‘48, April

Tom Morris, BA ‘52, Feb. 9, 2011, in

Ronald E. Tompkins, MA ‘64, April 10,

2011, in Fremont, MI

2011, in Ellenton, FL

John W. Ross, BBA ‘69, March 9, 2011, in
Sault Sainte Marie, Ontario

Constance J. (Coovert) Malcho, BS ‘75,

April 9, 2011, in Bay City, MI

Harold E. Godfrey, BS ‘85, May 22, 2011,

family and consumer sciences, June 5,
2011, in Hawaii

Cleveland

Richard J. Farabaugh, BA ‘59, March 28,

Russell D. Powell, BS ‘48, Feb. 8,

Danville, IL

May 23, 2011, in Holland, MI

Darwin D. Stier, BS ‘69, MA ‘73, Jan. 8,

Roger McDowell, BS ‘75, April 29, 2011,

Steven T. Keene, BS ‘85, June 25, 2011,

Edward Galligan, professor emeritus of
English, March 29, 2011, in Kalamazoo

21, 2011, in St. Joseph, MI

Mary L. Hull, BS ‘59, May 25, 2011, in

Benjamin H. Van Andel, TC ‘64, MA ‘64,

2011, in Texas Township, MI

Sally (Davis) Schnese, BS ‘52, March

Blaine A. Rabbers, BA ‘48, April 5,

Alexander E. Stirling, BS ‘52, Feb. 9,

Ellen D. (Terpstra) Ryke, BA ‘59, June

Kenneth R. Ziegler, BBA ‘64, MA ‘76,

18, 2011, in Laketon Township, MI

Feb. 27, 2011, in Lansing, MI

Donald R. Egeler, BS ‘70, Jan. 26, 2011,
in Muskegon, MI

Harold A. Atwood, MLS ‘76, Feb. 2, 2011,

in Benton Harbor, MI

Constance S. (Brooks) Robinson, MSW

‘85, March 6, 2011, in Sandy, UT

Mary A. Gillham, assistant professor
emerita of librarianship, April 22, 2011,
in Henry, IL

C. J. Swope, BS ‘48, Feb. 24, 2011, in

Nancy A. Waalkes, BA ‘52, March 17,

Suzanne M. (Reed) Cripps, BS ‘60, MA

Joyce A. Hevel, BS ‘65, Jan. 29, 2011, in

John J. Franklin, MLS ‘70, April 10, 2011,

Gregory L. Curtis, BA ‘76, June 5, 2011,

Merrill T. See, BBA ‘85, Jan. 14, 2011, in
Kalamazoo

Catherine Julien, professor of history,
May 27, 2011, in Turlock, CA

Nancy R. DeHaan, MA ‘86, May 24, 2011,

Barbara (Boyle) Mehoke, assistant

in Salem, NJ

2011, in Sturgis, MI

10, 2011, in Glendale, AZ

2011, in Three Rivers, MI

Onekama, MI

2011, in Longwood, FL

2011, in Midland, MI

in Kalamazoo

Kalamazoo

2011, in Grand Junction, CO

‘66, March 12, 2011, in Detroit

Angola, IN

in Toms River, NJ

Ruth (Feldman) Turiel, BS ‘48, March
25, 2011, in Columbus, OH

Marjorie I. (Weddon) Will, BA ‘52, June

Evelyn Fuller, BS ‘60, Jan. 3, 2011, in
Grand Rapids, MI

Jan K. Hollenbeck, BS ‘65, July 2, 2011,

3, 2011, in Otsego, MI

in Vicksburg, MI

Virginia A. (Brigham) Goodacre, BA

Sandra A. Duguay, BS ‘76, MSA ‘90, July
2, 2011, in Kalamazoo

‘70, April 26, 2011, in Kalamazoo

in Niles, MI

Scotts, MI

in Klamath Falls, OR
in Chelsea, MI

BS ‘48, June 3, 2011, in Kalamazoo

Carolyn Hagerman, BS ‘53, Jan. 19,

2011, in Kalamazoo

James C. Holland, BS ‘60, July 11, 2011,

Ronald F. Michael, BS ‘65, Jan. 31, 2011,

in Allegan, MI

in Jackson, MI

Susan L. Knott, BA ‘70, MA ‘76, Jan. 14,
2011, in Traverse City, MI

Kathleen A. Fitzpatrick, BS ‘76, MSW
‘89, Feb. 1, 2011, in Kalamazoo

James W. Dempsey, BS ‘86, March 21,
2011, in Sacramento, CA

Marjorie B. (Lagenoek) Bearss, BS

Marinus A. Hoebeke, MA ‘53, April 3,

Ellword Miller, BS ‘65, Feb. 25, 2011, in

2011, in Wyoming, MI

Andris Baltaisvilks, BA ‘61, March 15,

2011, in Muskegon, MI

Bingham Farms, MN

Gloria D. Shine, BS ‘70, MA ‘80, Jan. 15,

Timothy S. Linville, BBA ‘76, Feb. 8,

Corrine R. Krannitz, BS ‘86, Jan. 12,

Donald E. Boven, BS ‘49, MA ‘55,

Patricia Komski, BS ‘53, MA ‘58, May 8,

Estella (Stone) Berven, BA ‘61, May 2,

Rosanna P. Refior, BA ‘65, Feb. 22, 2011,

Gerald Sompels, BBA ‘70, Jan. 7, 2011,

Michael D. Phillips, BA ‘76, Jan. 11,

Thomas C. Lowry, BS ‘86, June 2, 2011,

Jane S. (Salomon) Welborn, MLS ‘76,

Margaret D. (Teahen) Brown, BS ‘88,

Mary E. (Dawson) VanderMeulen,
‘49, Feb. 3, 2011, in Bloomsburg, PA

2011, in Allegan, MI

March 10, 2011, in Texas Township, MI

2011, in Englewood, FL

2011, in Madison, WI

in Portage, MI

in Richland, MI

Robert C. Bursian, BS ‘49, MA ‘54,
March 18, 2011, in Traverse City, M

Mary J. (Ward) Bullock, BA ‘54, MA ‘61,
April 28, 2011, in Portage, MI

Geraldine R. (Afman) Cave, MA ‘61,
March 13, 2011, in Chattanooga, TN

Russell W. VanderWier, BA ‘65, April 8,

Kathryn B. (Klager) VanBruggen, MA

2011, in Muskegon, MI

‘70, EDS ‘84, April 8, 2011, in Augusta, MI

2011, in South Bend, IN

2011, in Richmond, MI

July 16, 2011, in Kalamazoo

2011, in Muskegon, MI

in Waterford, MI

May 16, 2011, in Grand Rapids, MI

Jennifer Casey, MSW ‘89, June 27, 2011,

Marcella S. Faustman, professor

emerita of music, May 1, 2011, in Kalamazoo

Larissa V. Frias, assistant professor of

professor emerita of education, May 17,
2011, in Palm Springs, CA

Robert A. Palmatier, professor
emeritus of languages and linguistics,
April 29, 2011, in Portage, MI
William J. Stiefel, III, professor
emeritus of mechanical and aeronautical
engineering, June 3, 2011, in Kalamazoo
Gertrude ‘Trudy’ M. VanZee,
associate professor emerita of University
Libraries, Feb 6, 2011, in Kalamazoo

in Boulder, CO
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Collegenews
news
campus

Haworth College of Business

College of Health and Human Services

College of Engineering and Applied Sciences

Supply management program grabs
national No. 12 ranking

Historic milestones hit by two departments

WMU wins Stryker Challenges for second year

Two of the College of Health and Human Services most

A team of WMU engineering students

from which it recruits engineering

Making its debut in a national ranking, WMU’s

celebrated programs are marking milestone anniversaries

captured its second consecutive

talent. Students build “contraptions”

Integrated Supply Management program has been

during this academic year.

Stryker Engineering Challenge recently,

to deliver balls of different sizes to

Last fall, the Department

topping students from the University

scoring positions in a timed competition.

of Speech Pathology and

of Michigan, Michigan State University,

Teams were provided with identical raw

From Left, Dias, Van Dyken, Periera
and Castelino

Audiology celebrated 75

Notre Dame University and Purdue

materials to build their machines. Each

joined electrical engineering majors

years of education and

University.

team completed the same five courses

Jolica Dias and Ria Periera to make

to test the ingenuity of their creations.

up the WMU team.

named 12th among the nation’s best undergraduate
supply chain management programs, sharing the slot
with the University of
Maryland and Stanford
University.

service as one of the

Medical device manufacturer Stryker

The ranking by Gartner, the definitive professional

nation’s earliest clinics for

sponsors the competition as part of its

Mechanical engineering majors Avin

organization dealing with the supply chain industry,

the study and treatment

efforts to strengthen ties with schools

Castelino and Benjamin VanDyken

was announced at Gartner’s annual conference in

of speech disorders and

Scottsdale, Ariz. This is the first time the 19-year-

the preparation of speech therapists. The department was

old WMU program has made the top-25 list, having

founded by Dr. Charles Van Riper, a pioneer in the field. A

previously been listed in 2009 in the “honorable

stutterer himself, Van Riper was known worldwide for his

mention” category.

innovative treatment of stuttering.

Gartner’s ranking relied on evaluation of numerous

The 75th anniversary celebration was centered around

Dorothy J. McGinnis

factors, including industry partnerships, additional

the 29th Annual Van Riper Lectures Oct. 20-21.

Reading Center.

The 1922 start of the WMU Occupational Therapy

The reading

a master’s degree in literacy studies.

Developed in

program also will be noted with a 90th anniversary

clinic has earned

Her background includes more

partnership

celebration in 2012.

recognition in both

than seven years in the classroom

with the

higher education

for Kalamazoo Public Schools and

Federal

and the Kalamazoo

certification as a Reading Recovery

Aviation

training required of graduates, curriculum and
integration of information technology into the
curriculum.

College of Education and Human Development

College of Aviation

Director named for McGinnis Reading Center
Deanna C. Roland was named the new

and research, the administration of

Aviation students head for air
traffic control futures

director last fall of WMU’s renowned

program development, fiscal planning,

Fall 2011 marked the first time WMU

grant seeking and community outreach.

offered its new air-traffic control

She is a WMU graduate who earned

program.

College of Arts and Sciences

College of Fine Arts

Roland

Longest-serving faculty member retires

Scottish trip nets rave reviews for theatre troupe

community for its service and quality.

teacher. She also served for two years

Administration,

When Dr. Paul Maier delivered his last lecture on the

A troupe from University Theatre returned from performing

Roland is responsible for supervision of

as coordinator of family programs for

the training

history of ancient Rome last year, the University closed

at Scotland’s prestigious Edinburgh Fringe Festival in

graduate and undergraduate training

WMU’s Early Reading First Grant.

program is

2011 with a number of

history.

rave review from Scottish

Lee Honors College

reviewers.

Honors theses being digitized

Professor of Ancient History, retired

“It is extremely rare for me

Some 2,200 senior theses completed

in 2011 after more than 50 years on

to shed a tear and even

over the years by members of the

the history faculty and 52 years as a

more rare to, God forbid,

Lee Honors College are among the

member of the University community.

give a standing ovation

University assets that are being

Maier, WMU’s Russell H. Seibert

Maier

designed

the book on a long chapter in its

He is WMU’s longest-serving faculty member ever

at a Fringe show, particularly one as young and fresh

digitized by a University Libraries unit

and one of the longest-serving university scholars in

looking as this. But tonight I saw near absolute perfection,”

charged with creating a repository

Michigan. His research findings and prolific writing

wrote EdinburghGuide.com reviewer Alex Eades about

for WMU’s creative and scholarly

career put him in demand among scholars and reporters

University Theatre’s original production, “Good Death: A

products.

internationally.

Community Conversation.”

“There is no greater job than being a university

“Good Death,” which premiered in Kalamazoo in fall 2009,

professor,” Maier said during his closing weeks in the

to prepare
students to report directly to the
FAA’s Oklahoma City academy and
bypass a five-week basics course.
WMU was asked to join the FAA’s Air
Traffic Collegiate Training Initiative
network in 2010, making it one of
36 schools in the nation--and the
only one in Michigan--to offer AT-CTI
training. To ensure the future success
WMU faculty staff and students.

of its students, WMU is integrating

ScholarWorks at WMU serves as a

Theses will be digitized and then

the AT-CTI training with its existing

permanent digital archive for such

added to the open access repository

four-year aviation degree programs.

was created through a unique collaboration between WMU

works. It already includes some

once the current student and alumni

This gives graduates of WMU’s

classroom. “I’ve actually had a little pang of conscience

theatre students and members of the acclaimed Tectonic

honors theses as well as a number

authors have been contacted to grant

AT-CTI program the opportunity to

all these years about cashing my paychecks.”

Theater Project. It confronts the decisions that govern the

of other publications created by

permission for their inclusion.

follow multiple career paths without

end of life.
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returning to the classroom.
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campus filming

Bronco film forays
Two new DVD releases show how Michigan’s fling at becoming a film-friendly state
gave the WMU campus a shot at Hollywood fame, and students
a chance to work behind the scenes.

Movie makers revel in look of WMU campus
The 2010 premier of the independent
film “Cherry” at the South by Southwest
Film Festival in Austin, Texas, brought
WMU’s Kalamazoo campus into sharp
focus as an idyllic place to launch a
college career.
For more than four weeks during late
2008, filmmakers used the campuses
of WMU and Kalamazoo College and
the city of Kalamazoo as the setting for
the feature-length movie about a college
freshman coming of age at an Ivy League
university. The production crew used
the WMU engineering campus and
such settings as Vandercook Hall, the
Richmond Center for Visual Arts, Gabel
Natatorium and Fountain Plaza.
The film by screenwriter and director Jeffrey
Fine stars Kyle Gallner, of TV’s “Veronica
Mars” and “CSI: NY;” Laura Allen, who’s
appeared on TV’s “Criminal Minds” and

“Grey’s Anatomy” as well as the film “Mona
Lisa Smile;” and Brittany Robertson of the
television hit “Life Unexpected” and the
film “Dan in Real Life.”
“Cherry” is set in Providence, R.I., at
Brown University. Fine and his brother
and partner Matthew Fine looked at
numerous campuses around the state
before settling on WMU and K-College.
“We needed a school that had an Ivy
League feel,” Jeffrey Fine told the
Kalamazoo Gazette. “The K-College
quad and WMU’s East Campus fit that
description.”
The film’s main character is torn between
his engineering major and his love
for art. Engineering classroom scenes
included dozens of WMU engineering
students pretending to be members of
the fictional robotics class lecture. A

climactic engineering project scene with
many extras was shot at WMU’s Gabel
Natatorium.
More than 30 college students from
WMU and K-College worked as interns
and extras on the movie during the
month of filming. Going Hollywood
meant traffic was rerouted on campus
streets, campus buildings were strangely
illuminated and students pulled weekend
all-nighters—to work as extras.
The movie had its campus premier in
2010 and was shown in a number of
national film festivals throughout 2010
and 2011, garnering critical reviews. The
New York Times calling it, “a wry and
poignant sleeper like ‘Juno’ and ‘Little
Miss Sunshine.”
Now available on DVD, the film recently
gained a Netflix following with more than
100,000 viewings.

Student filmmakers show their stuff
The Kalamazoo area and the West
Michigan lakeshore served as the setting
for another independent film shot in
2009 with the help of WMU students.
“The Lake Effect” features a number
of local haunts including the Heritage
Guitar factory, Bell’s Brewery and Tot
to Teen Village in Kalamazoo, as well as
Sherman’s Ice Cream, Phoenix Street and
the pier in South Haven.
The film stars Kay Panabaker from
“Fame” and ABC’s “No Ordinary
Family,” Ross Partridge from the Duplass
Brothers’ film “Baghead” and Tara
Summers from television’s “Boston Legal”
and “Damages.” A cadre of interns from
WMU’s film program provided the
behind-scenes assistance.
Many were students of Dr. Jennifer
Machiorlatti, WMU associate professor
of communication in the film, video and
28 wmich.edu/magazine

media studies program, who acted as the
film’s assistant director. Students worked
as interns in pre-production and on the
set as the film was being made. Students
assisted in everything from casting and
coordinating extras to working with
sound and camera units.
“The Lake Effect,” produced by
Kalamazoo native Jennifer Westin, is
a comedy-drama about a couple who
retreats to their cottage on Lake Michigan
to reconnect. Natalie’s biological clock
is ticking; Rob’s resistant to change. But
their holiday is interrupted when Rob’s
estranged and very pregnant teenage
daughter Celia lands on their doorstep.
His marriage on the rocks and his
daughter in need, Rob must embrace his
role as a husband and father before he
becomes a grandfather.
So far the film has won awards including
Best Screenplay, Best Ensemble Acting

and Audience Favorite from prestigious
festivals including the Phoenix Film
Festival and Moondance International.
The Raindance Film Festival in London
named writer/director Tara Miele “a
Top Ten American Indie Filmmaker to
Watch.” FilmThreat.com called the film
“a well-acted and terrifically realized
relationship dramedy.”
“The Lake Effect” also became available
on DVD in fall 2011.
wmich.edu/magazine 29

Seita scholars continued from page 30

Medical School continued from page 15

“Western Michigan University is developing
a truly outstanding program,” notes John
Emerson, who monitors the nation’s higher
education foster youth support programs
for Casey Family Programs, the country’s
largest nonprofit foster youth direct-service
provider. “The University’s commitment to
the program has been exemplary, and that
has led directly to its success.”

management and an eighth competency
that is active citizenship. Not only are
we training individuals to be the best
physicians, but we’re training them to be
the best individuals they can be.”

Emerson and others familiar with collegebased assistance programs say that the
Seita Scholars program is fueled by its
“campus coach” concept. Campus coaches
are trained personnel who meet with the
Seita Scholars on a regular basis and are
also available around the clock in the event
of emergencies.

A coach with experience
Jamie Crandell, a two-time WMU
alumna and a product of the foster care
system, is one of three campus coaches
currently working with the Seita Scholars.
A Battle Creek, Mich., native, Crandell
was involved with the Seita Scholars even
before there was a Seita Scholars program,
transitioning over the years from student
volunteer to graduate assistant to her
current role.
“Because of my background, it’s no
coincidence that I am deeply committed
to this program, and also that I have
been able to strongly relate to some of our
students,” says Crandell, who like many
foster youth initially struggled to find her
way as a young adult.
“I can joke about it now, but I was failing
high school and doing things that a
14-year-old probably shouldn’t be doing,”
Crandell says. “Our students can identify
with that.”
Crandell found her calling when, as an
undergraduate, she met Dr. Yvonne Unrau,
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a WMU professor of social work who was
the founding director of the Seita Scholars.
“Dr. Yvonne really pushed and challenged
me,” Crandell says. “Before I met her I had
not even considered graduate school, but
after I got involved there was no question
that I would pursue my master’s.”
Emerson is another WMU alumnus who
is devoting his career to improving the
lives of foster youth. Emerson’s employer,
Casey Family Programs, has recognized
WMU’s initiative as a framework for
success in favorable foster-youth higher
education outcomes. A 1970 graduate
of the WMU College of Education and
Human Development, Emerson has labored
for many years on behalf of disadvantaged
youth and recognizes that individuals from
foster care often have specialized needs.
During a recent visit to Kalamazoo,
Emerson spoke with several Seita Scholars.
He was struck by a conversation with one
young man who paid the WMU program
the highest of compliments:
“I trust the people who are trying to help me.”
Because so many foster youth face
turbulent childhoods that often include
multiple home placements, a core focus of
the Seita Scholars program is to provide a
stable and supportive environment. Seita
Scholars who once had to worry about
finding housing during University breaks
are now provided for.

Collaboration with the state
A unique collaboration with the Michigan
Department of Human Services also keys
the program’s success. Tim Liggins, a DHS
caseworker, is physically stationed with the
Seita Scholars office complex and readily
available to assist students with the often
complicated administrative process that
accompanies the lives of foster youth,
including eligibility for Medicaid and
independent living stipends. Before the
creation of the caseworker position, Seita
Scholars were often forced, on a moment’s
notice, to drive across the state to meet with
their caseworker, disrupting the program’s
goals of stability and continuity.
While many are proud of the program’s
success to date, there is no one more prideful
than President Dunn. Despite his career
origins in working with children with
disabilities and other disadvantaged youth
populations, Dunn admits he had not
previously given a great deal of consideration
to the challenges facing foster youth before
the Seita Scholars program surfaced.
“When you think about the precious human
capital of these young people and their great
accomplishments, you can’t help but smile,”
Dunn notes. “It’s more than that, though.
The Seita Scholars deliver so much more
back to the University than anything they
might receive. In our efforts to build a more
caring, more compassionate student-oriented
University, there is no better success indicator
than our amazing Seita Scholars.”

The additional competencies will ensure
students play a meaningful role in the
health of the community in a way that
really embodies the essence of medicine,
which is service, he says.
“I would hope that one of the things
we accomplish is for our students to
capture the spirit of Kalamazoo. I want
them to take that spirit of Kalamazoo
and put it into practice wherever they
go. That entrepreneurial spirit, the spirit
of discovery, and the spirit of service and
citizenship really embody medicine.”

Work on the medical school’s physical
home is now beginning and efforts are
already underway to build a simulation
center. As critical as that tangible
evidence of the school is, the most
important and exciting aspects for
Jenson are still the students and the
faculty who will teach them.
“Our students will become great
clinicians, great researchers, great
educators, great leaders and great
advocates, not just for Kalamazoo but
for our country. Wherever Western
Michigan University alumni are, people
will look at graduates of this school
and recognize what I expect will be the
extraordinary spirit they will carry
with them.”

Donated Kalamazoo facility will be School of Medicine’s home
Western Michigan University’s School of Medicine took another major step toward adding
to Kalamazoo’s life sciences legacy when the University announced in December that the
school will be located on the same piece of land where
W.E. Upjohn first built his pharmaceutical company.
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The location for the school had been a topic of intense
community speculation for months leading up to
the Dec. 7 announcement that MPI Research of
Mattawan, Mich., would donate a 330,000-squarefoot structure in downtown Kalamazoo to become the
home for the new school.
“The land has a lot of heritage associated with medicine,” said MPI research chairman and
CEO William U. Parfet at an event announcing the gift. “In 1886, my great grandfather
moved from Hastings, Mich., to Kalamazoo, to start the Upjohn Co. and the first piece
of land he bought is the land on which this building is located...I’m proud of that.”
The former Pfizer/Pharmacia/Ujohn research facility, located just off the northwest
corner of Lovell and Portage streets is widely known as Building 267. It will be
extensively renovated and slightly expanded to become the WMU School of Medicine
campus. Renovations will begin later this year with a completion date of mid-2014, in
time for the first entering class in August 2014.
“This is an extraordinary gift that will not only benefit our new medical school, but will
also have a dramatic impact on our broader community and the two great hospitals—
Borgess and Bronson—our partners in developing the School of Medicine,” says WMU
President John M. Dunn. “The importance of this gift to the development of our
school is immeasurable.”

WMU President John M. Dunn at Piazza del Duomo in Milan.
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Three executives earn highest alumni honors
Executives from broadcast, higher education and health care were selected
by the WMU Alumni Association last fall to receive its most prestigious honor,
the Distinguished Alumni Award.

Distinguished
Alumni Awards
Davenport,
who earned
a Bachelor
of Arts from
WMU in
1979, was a
communication major
and played on
the Bronco
Davenport
football
team from 1975 to 1979. Today, he
is responsible for all aspects of ESPN
Radio content, as well as distribution,
advertising sales and marketing initiatives
for ESPN Radio’s 700 affiliated stations
and five owned stations.
Davenport has received two Emmys.
His first—also ESPN’s first Emmy—
recognized his work on animation. His
other honors include being named one of
the “Top 50 Most Influential Minorities in
Cable” in 2007 by CableWorld Magazine.
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The 2011 recipients of the award are: Morris C. Davenport of Avon, Conn., senior
vice president and general manager of ESPN Radio; Keith A. Pretty of Midland,
Mich., president and CEO of Northwood University; and Dr. Anthony R. Tersigni
of St. Louis, president and CEO of Ascension Health Alliance.

Wherever
you are,
WMU is there.

This year’s recipients were honored during an on-campus dinner during
Homecoming weekend.

Pretty, who
earned a
Bachelor of
Science from
WMU in
1973, is a
former captain
of the Bronco
football team
and was drafted
Pretty
by the Green
Bay Packers. Today, he leads Northwood
University, a private, nonprofit, accredited
institution that specializes in managerial
and entrepreneurial education. NU has fullservice, residential campuses in Midland,
Mich.;West Palm Beach, Fla.;and Cedar
Hill, Texas.

From 2004
through 2011,
Tersigni, who
earned a Doctor
of Education from
WMU in 1992,
led Ascension
Health, the third
largest health care
system in the
Tersigni
country and a
subsidiary of Ascension Health Alliance. In
January, he became president and CEO of
Ascension Health Alliance, the nation’s
largest Catholic and nonprofit health
care organization. Ascension prides itself
on transforming health care, with special
attention to the poor and vulnerable.

An alumnus of Cooley Law School, Pretty
is a former WMU vice president. He
was chosen to head Walsh College as its
president and CEO in 1999. In 2006,
Pretty was appointed NU’s third president.

Tersigni was named one of Modern Healthcare’s
100 Most Powerful People in Healthcare for six
years and serves in leadership positions on several
boards, including as chair of the Healthcare
Leadership Council in Washington, D.C.

At Western Michigan University, we’ve been strategically
increasing our offerings of online courses and programs.
Whether you seek online courses for degree completion,
self-fulfillment or career advancement, WMU provides
options that fit with your busy schedule.
While we have online general education options, our list
of online programs continues to grow:
Undergraduate Programs
• Addiction Studies (Minor)
• Comparative Religion (Minor)
• Family Studies or Child and Family Development (BS)
• General University Studies (BA | BS)
• Interdisciplinary Health Services (BS)

Students enrolled in WMU online classes receive the
same services and support as those taking courses on
the main campus. Whether you seek library services,
technical support, academic advising, writing support,
or tutoring, the WMU Online Education department
provides everything you need to be successful.
Call (269) 387-4200 or visit us online for information
about enrolling in online courses or programs.
www.wmich.edu/online

Graduate Programs
• Career and Technical Education (MA)
o Troops-to-Teachers Post-Baccalaureate Teaching
Certification
o Post-Baccalaureate Teaching Certification
• Educational Technology (MA)
• Physical Education - Pedagogy (MA)
• Science Education (MA)
• Special (Adapted) Physical Education (MA)
Graduate Certificates
• Alcohol and Drug Abuse (Cert)
• Educational Technology (Cert)
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1903 West Michigan Ave.
Kalamazoo, MI 49008

READY FOR REBIRTH—East Hall is at the heart of the 35-acre East Campus site that is the birthplace of Western Michigan
University and was once dubbed “the Acropolis of Kalamazoo” by humorist Will Rogers. East Hall, the first campus building, and
four other buildings on the site that are no longer in use may find new life as office and housing space, a boutique hotel and a
conference center, thanks to a partnership between WMU and a private development company. (See story on Page 7)
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